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(54) Monitoring device and monitoring method

(57) A monitoring device which measures numerical
value information on a subject substance in a body fluid
has an electrochemical sensor including a sensor unit
for detecting the subject substance which is used in the
way of being embedded subcutaneously and generating

an electric signal correlating to the numerical value infor-
mation on the subject substance, and a temperature con-
trol unit which adjusts the detected ambient temperature
as a temperature ambient to a sensor unit when detecting
the subject substance so as to reach a target setting tem-
perature when measuring the subject substance.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a monitoring
device for and a monitoring method of measuring numer-
ical value information on a subject substance in a body
fluid.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A conventional known technology is a technol-
ogy of measuring the numerical value information on the
subject substance in the body fluid, e.g., measuring con-
tinuously a glucose concentration in an interstitial liquid
of the examinee by employing an electrochemical sensor
embedded in an abdomen region and an arm region of
the examinee. The electrochemical sensor is a sensor
capable of detecting a minute amount of electric current
by making use of electrochemical reaction, and is suited
to detecting a minute amount of chemical substance in
which oxidation-reduction reaction occurs.
[0003] The electrochemical sensor for measuring the
glucose concentration involves using, in many cases, a
biosensor which detects the subject substance by utiliz-
ing enzyme reaction in a way that immobilizes the en-
zyme to a sensor unit so disposed as to be embedded
subcutaneously. This type of biosensor normally has a
working electrode and a counter electrode, in which the
enzyme (e.g., glucose oxidase) is immobilized to the
working electrode. The glucose concentration can be
measured based on, with a constant voltage (e.g., ap-
proximately 0.3V - 0.6V) being consecutively applied to
between the working electrode and the counter elec-
trode, a response current obtained at this point of time.
[0004] The glucose oxidase produces gluconic acid by
selectively reacting on the glucose under an existence
of oxygen. On this occasion, the oxygen is reduced, while
hydrogen peroxide proportional to a quantity of the glu-
cose is generated. The hydrogen peroxide can be oxi-
dized electrochemically easily and can be therefore
measured by use of a pair of electrodes. Namely, the
response current value can be obtained by the electro-
chemically oxidizing the hydrogen peroxide generated
by the enzyme reaction of the enzyme as described
above. Then, the glucose concentration can be calculat-
ed based on a sampling current obtained by periodically
sampling the electric current from the continuously ac-
quired response current values.
[0005] An activity of the enzyme, however, fluctuates
depending on a reaction temperature. By contrast, a sub-
cutaneous temperature largely fluctuates depending on
a change in heat up temperature environment surround-
ing the examinee such as a living environment (e.g., an
outdoor air temperature) of the examinee and activities
in daily living (typified by bathing and taking excises)
thereof. Therefore, in the case of continuously measuring
the glucose concentration over a comparatively long pe-

riod of time by use of the subcutaneous-embedding type
of electrochemical sensor, a measurement result thereof
is easily affected particularly by the change in heat up
temperature environment.
[0006] Hence, in the case of measuring the glucose
concentration by employing the subcutaneous-embed-
ding type of electrochemical sensor, there is proposed a
technology of measuring a temperature ambient to the
sensor unit as the reaction temperature and correcting a
calculated value corresponding to the measured temper-
ature (refer to US Patent Application 6560471) .
[0007] This type of temperature correction is normally
conducted by use of temperature correction data indicat-
ing temperature dependency that is empirically obtained
beforehand. The temperature correction data is used for
determining a correction quantity and a correction coef-
ficient on the basis of a temperature difference between
a normal temperature and an ambient temperature in a
way that sets the normal temperature (e.g., about 25°C)
as a reference temperature and for canceling the influ-
ence caused by the change in heat up temperature en-
vironment surrounding the examinee on the basis of this
correction quantity.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] As by the prior art, however, in the case of cor-
recting the measurement value obtained from the elec-
trochemical sensor by use of, e.g., a temperature correc-
tion algorithm, this temperature correction algorithm be-
comes highly complicated in many cases, accurate can-
cellation of the influence accompanying the fluctuation
in the heat up temperature environment when performing
the measurement involves a difficulty. Hence, according
to the prior art, there exist actual circumstances in which
it is difficult to sufficiently enhance reliability and repro-
ducibility of the measurement result of the subject sub-
stance.
[0009] It is an object of an embodiment of the present
invention, which was devised under the actual circum-
stances described above, to provide a technology capa-
ble of obtaining the measurement result exhibiting the
high reliability and the high reproducibility under a state
where a change in heat up temperature environment oc-
curs on the occasion of measuring numerical value in-
formation on a subject substance in a body fluid.
[0010] A monitoring device according to the present
invention, which measures numerical value information
on a subject substance in a body fluid, includes: an elec-
trochemical sensor including a sensor unit for detecting
the subject substance which is used in the way of being
embedded subcutaneously and generating an electric
signal correlating to the numerical value information on
the subject substance; and a temperature control unit
including a temperature sensor which measures a tem-
perature (this temperature contains a "detected ambient
temperature" itself) correlating to a detected ambient
temperature defined as a temperature ambient to the
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sensor unit and a temperature adjusting element which
adjusts the detected ambient temperature, and adjusting
the detected ambient temperature so as to reach a target
setting temperature when measuring the subject sub-
stance by controlling an operation state of the tempera-
ture adjusting element on the basis of the temperature
measured by the temperature sensor.
[0011] As described above, the electrochemical sen-
sor according to the present invention is disposed in such
a way that the sensor unit for detecting the subject sub-
stance is embedded subcutaneously. This sensor unit is
formed on a part of, e.g. a base material and may retain
a living organism based material such as the enzyme
causing the enzyme reaction with the subject substance.
The electrochemical sensor may be used in a mode
where the sensor unit is disposed subcutaneously, and,
as a matter of course, the whole electrochemical sensor
including the base material does not need disposing sub-
cutaneously. Accordingly, for instance, the sensor unit is
formed on a front end side of the base material, in which
case a proximal end of the base material may be so dis-
posed as to be exposed from the surface of the skin.
[0012] Further, the subject substance in the body fluid
can be exemplified such as glucose and lactic acid. Then,
the numerical value information on the subject substance
has a concept of embracing the numerical value infor-
mation for quantitatively evaluating the subj ect sub-
stance such as measuring a concentration and a quantity
of the subject substance and, in addition, the numerical
value information for evaluating the subject substance
qualitatively such as detecting whether or not the subject
substance exists within a detection target region or ex-
ceeds a certain level.
[0013] According to the present invention, when de-
tecting the subject substance, the temperature control
unit adjusts the detected ambient temperature defined
as the temperature ambient to the sensor unit so as to
reach the target setting temperature. This target setting
temperature has a role as the target temperature of the
detected ambient temperature when the sensor unit de-
tects the subject substance and is a temperature consid-
ered so that its influence is not exerted on the measure-
ment result even when the heat up temperature environ-
ment fluctuates as the external ambient temperature fluc-
tuates so far as the subject substance is measured in a
state where the detected ambient temperature is kept in
the vicinity of this temperature. The target setting tem-
perature can be previously set within a range of, e.g., the
normal temperature. Note that in the case of continuously
measuring the subject substance repeatedly at an inter-
val of a fixed period of time by way of one example of the
mode of using the electrochemical sensor, the measure-
ment period and the measurement standby period of the
subject substance occur alternately, thereby forming the
measurement cycle. According to the present invention,
at least during the measurement period of the subject
substance, the detected ambient temperature may be
controlled to the target setting temperature. Namely, the

detected ambient temperature during the measurement
standby period of the subject substance may be or may
not be coincident with the target setting temperature.
[0014] According to the present invention, under a
state where the heat up temperature environment chang-
es also, on the occasion of measuring the numerical val-
ue information on the subject substance in the body fluid,
the detected ambient temperature can be kept at a tem-
perature equal to the target setting temperature or at a
temperature that is sufficiently approximate to the target
setting temperature. Namely, the detected ambient tem-
perature is maintained at the temperature equal to the
target setting temperature, in which state the subject sub-
stance can be detected. Therefore, for example, even
when the heat up temperature environment surrounding
the examinee changes, it is feasible to restrain the influ-
ence thereof from being exerted on the measurement
result. Furthermore, according to embodiments of the
present invention, the electric signal (e.g., a value of a
response current flowing to between electrodes of the
sensor unit) correlating to the numerical value informa-
tion on the subject substance that is generated by the
electrochemical sensor does not need undergoing a tem-
perature correction process corresponding to the heat
up temperature environment when performing the meas-
urement. Accordingly, even under the state where the
heat up temperature environment changes, it is possible
to preferably improve the reliability and the reproducibility
of the measurement result of the numerical value infor-
mation on the subject substance in the body fluid.
[0015] The monitoring device according to the present
invention can be attached to the examinee. Further, this
temperature adjusting element may also be a Peltier de-
vice. The Peltier device is one type of a thermoelectric
transducer (material) , in which when inverting a polarity
of the electric current flowing to a closed circuit formed
by joining two types of conductors or semiconductors, a
relation between an exothermic portion and an endother-
mic portion is reversed. The operation state of the tem-
perature adjusting element is controlled corresponding
to the measurement result of the temperature measured
by the temperature sensor, whereby the detected ambi-
ent temperature can be kept at the target setting temper-
ature with high accuracy.
[0016] The monitoring device according to the present
invention can further include a sensor control unit which
controls the electrochemical sensor. In this case, each
of the temperature sensor, the temperature adjusting el-
ement and the temperature control unit may be disposed
in a housing accommodating the sensor control unit or
in the electrochemical sensor. Moreover, the sensor con-
trol unit may further calculate numerical value information
on the subject substance on the basis of an electric signal
generated by the electrochemical sensor.
[0017] Moreover, the monitoring device can further in-
clude a result display unit for acquiring the calculation
result of the sensor control unit and displaying the calcu-
lation result. In this case, each of the temperature sensor,
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the temperature adjusting element and the temperature
control unit may be disposed in at least any one of the
housing accommodating the sensor control unit, the elec-
trochemical sensor and the housing provided with the
result display unit. Further, the subject substance in the
body fluid is the interstitial liquid or the glucose in the
blood, and the monitoring device can measure the con-
centration of the glucose.
[0018] Moreover, the temperature control unit may ad-
just the detected ambient temperature so as to reach a
standby target setting temperature that is set lower than
the target setting temperature when standing by for
measuring the subject substance.
[0019] Further, the temperature control unit may ac-
quire first numerical value information defined as the nu-
merical value information on the subject substance
measured by use of the electrochemical sensor and sec-
ond numerical value information defined as the numerical
value information on the subject substance measured by
a second monitoring device in a way that uses a body
fluid sampled in vitro from an examinee, and may change,
if a difference between the first numerical value informa-
tion and the second numerical value information exceeds
a predetermined first threshold value, a setting value of
the target setting temperature when measuring the sub-
ject substance.
[0020] Still further, the temperature control unit, in the
case of adjusting the detected ambient temperature so
as to reach the standby target setting temperature when
standing by for measuring the subject substance, may
acquire the first numerical value information and the sec-
ond numerical value information, and may change, if the
difference between the first numerical value information
and the second numerical value information exceeds a
predetermined second threshold value, the setting value
of the standby target setting temperature, on a low-tem-
perature side, when standing by for measuring the sub-
ject substance.
[0021] Yet further, the temperature control unit may
acquire, with respect to the first numerical value informa-
tion and the second numerical value information, each
of the numerical value information corresponding to first
timing after the monitoring device has started the meas-
urement and the numerical value information corre-
sponding to second timing that traces back to just a pre-
determined period from the first timing. Then, the tem-
perature control unit may change, if a difference between
the second numerical value information at the first timing
and the second numerical value information at the sec-
ond timing is within a predetermined third threshold value
and if a difference between the first numerical value in-
formation at the first timing and the first numerical value
information at the second timing exceeds a predeter-
mined fourth threshold value, the setting value of the tar-
get setting temperature when measuring the subject sub-
stance.
[0022] Moreover, the temperature control unit may
change, in the case of adjusting the detected ambient

temperature so as to reach the standby target setting
temperature when standing by for measuring the subject
substance and if an elapse period reaching the first timing
since the start of the measurement exceeds a predeter-
mined reference period, the setting value of the standby
target setting temperature, on the low-temperature side,
when standing by for measuring the subject substance.
[0023] Further, the present invention can be grasped
by way of a monitoring system which measures the nu-
merical value information on the subject substance, a
monitoring method of measuring the numerical value in-
formation on the subject substance, a program and a
recording medium recorded with this program.
[0024] Herein, a monitoring method according to an
embodiment of the present invention by which a moni-
toring device having an electrochemical sensor including
a sensor unit, for detecting a subject substance in a body
fluid, disposed in the way of being embedded subcuta-
neously, measures numerical value information on the
subject substance, includes a step of adjusting a detect-
ed ambient temperature defined as a temperature ambi-
ent to the sensor unit so as to reach a target setting tem-
perature when measuring the subject substance.
[0025] Then, the monitoring method according to the
present invention may further include: a temperature ac-
quiring step of acquiring a measurement result of a tem-
perature sensor which measures a temperature correlat-
ing to the detected ambient temperature defined as the
temperature ambient to the sensor unit when measuring
the subject substance; a determining step of comparing
the acquired temperature acquired in the temperature
acquiring step with a target setting temperature and de-
termining whether a temperature difference between the
acquired temperature and the target setting temperature
is within a specified range or not; and a control step of
controlling, when determining in the determining step that
the temperature difference exceeds the specified range,
an operation state of a temperature adjusting element
for adjusting the detected ambient temperature so as to
get approximate to the target setting temperature, where-
in the detected ambient temperature when detecting
thesubjectsubstance is adjusted, and the monitoring
method may further include a calculation step of calcu-
lating, when determining in the determining step that the
temperature difference between the acquired tempera-
ture and the target setting temperature is within the spec-
ified range, numerical value information on the subject
substance on the basis of an electric signal generated
by the electrochemical sensor. Further, the monitoring
method according to the present invention can further
include a result displaying step of displaying a calculated
result in the calculation step on a result display unit.
[0026] Furthermore, in the monitoring method accord-
ing to the present invention, the detected ambient tem-
perature may be adjusted so as to reach a standby target
setting temperature that is set lower than the target set-
ting temperature when standing by for measuring the
subject substance.
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[0027] Further, in the monitoring method according to
the present invention, first numerical value information
defined as the numerical value information on the subject
substance calculated in the calculation step and second
numerical value information defined as the numerical val-
ue information on the subject substance measured in a
way that uses a body fluid sampled in vitro from an ex-
aminee may be acquired, and, if a difference between
the first numerical value information and the second nu-
merical value information exceeds a predetermined first
threshold value, a setting value of the target setting tem-
perature when measuring the subject substance may be
changed.
[0028] Still further, in the monitoring method according
to the present invention, in the case of adjusting the de-
tected ambient temperature so as to reach the standby
target setting temperature when standing by for meas-
uring the subj ect substance, the first numerical value
information and the second numerical value information
may be acquired, and, if the difference between the first
numerical value information and the second numerical
valueinformationexceedsa predetermined second
threshold value, the setting value of the standby target
setting temperature when standing by for measuring the
subject substance may be changed on a low-temperature
side.
[0029] Yet further, in the monitoring method according
to the present invention, with respect to the first numerical
value information and the second numerical value infor-
mation, there may be acquired each of the numerical
value information corresponding to first timing after the
monitoring device has started the measurement and the
numerical value information corresponding to second
timing that traces back to just a predetermined period
from the first timing. Then, if a difference between the
second numerical value information at the first timing and
the second numerical value information at the second
timing is within a predetermined third threshold value and
if a difference between the first numerical value informa-
tion at the first timing and the first numerical value infor-
mation at the second timing exceeds a predetermined
fourth threshold value, the setting value of the target set-
ting temperature when measuring the subject substance
may be changed. Moreover, in the monitoring method
according to the present invention, in the case of adjust-
ing the detected ambient temperature when standing by
for measuring the subject substance so as to reach the
standby target setting temperature, if an elapse period
reaching the first timing since the start of the measure-
ment exceeds a predetermined reference period, the set-
ting value of the standby target setting temperature when
standing by for measuring the subject substance may be
changed on the low-temperature side.
[0030] Moreover, a monitoring system according to the
present invention, which measures numerical value in-
formation on a subject substance in a body fluid, can
include: a monitoring device having an electrochemical
sensor including a sensor unit for detecting the subject

substance which is used in the way of being embedded
subcutaneously and generating an electric signal corre-
lating to the numerical value information on the subject
substance, a sensor control unit for controlling the elec-
trochemical sensor and calculating the numerical value
information on the subject substance on the basis of the
electric signal generated by the electrochemical sensor,
and a temperature control unit which adjusts the detected
ambient temperature defined as a temperature ambient
to the sensor unit so as to reach a target setting temper-
ature when measuring the subject substance; and a re-
sult display device for obtaining a calculated result of the
sensor control unit and displaying the calculated result.
[0031] In the monitoring system, the monitoring device
can be attached to the examinee. Moreover, the moni-
toring system can further include a temperature sensor
which measures the temperature correlating to the de-
tected ambient temperature and a temperature adjusting
element which adjusts the detected ambient tempera-
ture. Then, the temperature control unit can control an
operation state of the temperature adjusting element on
the basis of the temperature measured by the tempera-
ture sensor.
[0032] Further, each of the temperature sensor, the
temperature adjusting element and the temperature con-
trol unit may be disposed in a housing accommodating
the sensor control unit or in the electrochemical sensor.
As a matter of course, each of the temperature sensor,
the temperature adjusting element and the temperature
control unit may also be disposed in at least any one of
the housing accommodating the sensor control unit, the
electrochemical sensor and the housing provided with
the result display device.
[0033] Moreover, in the monitoring system, the tem-
perature control unit may adjust the detected ambient
temperature when standing by for measuring the subject
substance so as to reach the standby target setting tem-
perature set lower than the target setting temperature.
[0034] Further, in the monitoring system, the temper-
ature control unit may acquire first numerical value infor-
mation defined as the numerical value information on the
subject substance calculated by the sensor control unit
and second numerical value information defined as the
numerical value information on the subject substance
measured by a second monitoring device in a way that
uses a body fluid sampled in vitro from an examinee, and
may change, if a difference between the first numerical
value information and the second numerical value infor-
mation exceeds a predetermined first threshold value, a
setting value of the target setting temperature when
measuring the subject substance.
[0035] Moreover, in the monitoring system, the tem-
perature control unit, in the case of adjusting the detected
ambient temperature so as to reach the standby target
setting temperature when standing by for measuring the
subject substance, may acquire the first numerical value
information and the second numerical value information,
and may change, if the difference between the first nu-
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merical value information and the second numerical val-
ue information exceeds a predetermined second thresh-
old value, the setting value of the standby target setting
temperature, on a low-temperature side, when standing
by for measuring the subject substance.
[0036] Furthermore, in the monitoring system, the tem-
perature control unit may acquire, with respect to the first
numerical value information and the second numerical
value information, each of the numerical value informa-
tion corresponding to first timing after the monitoring de-
vice has started the measurement and the numerical val-
ue information corresponding to second timing that trac-
es back to just a predetermined period from the first tim-
ing. Then, the temperature control unit may change, if a
difference between the second numerical value informa-
tion at the first timing and the second numerical value
information at the second timing is within a predeter-
mined third threshold value and if a difference between
the first numerical value information at the first timing and
the first numerical value information at the second timing
exceeds a predetermined fourth threshold value, the set-
ting value of the target setting temperature when meas-
uring the subject substance.
[0037] Further, in the monitoring system, the temper-
ature control unit may change, in the case of adjusting
the detected ambient temperature so as to reach the
standby target setting temperature when standing by for
measuring the subject substance and if an elapse period
reaching the first timing since the start of the measure-
ment exceeds a predetermined reference period, the set-
ting value of the standby target setting temperature, on
the low-temperature side, when standing by for measur-
ing the subject substance.
[0038] Further, a program according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention makes a computer for
measuring numerical value information on a subject sub-
stance by use of an electrochemical sensor having a sen-
sor unit, for detecting the subject substance in a body
fluid, disposed in the way of being embedded subcuta-
neously, the program making the computer execute: a
temperature acquiring step of acquiring a measurement
result of a temperature sensor which measures a tem-
perature correlating to the detected ambient temperature
defined as the temperature ambient to the sensor unit; a
determining step of comparing the acquired temperature
acquired in the temperature acquiring step with a target
setting temperature and determining whether a temper-
ature difference between the acquired temperature and
the target setting temperature is within a specified range
or not; and a control step of controlling, when determining
in the determining step that the temperature difference
exceeds the specified range, an operation state of a tem-
perature adjusting element for adjusting the detected am-
bient temperature so as to get approximate to the target
setting temperature. The computer is control computer
for controlling any one of the monitoring device or the
monitoring system described above.
[0039] The program according to the present invention

can further make the computer execute a calculation step
of calculating, when determining in the determining step
that the temperature difference is within the specified
range, numerical value information on the subject sub-
stance on the basis of an electric signal generated by the
electrochemical sensor. Further, the program according
to the present invention can further make the computer
execute a result displaying step of displaying a calculated
result in the calculation step on a result display unit.
[0040] Moreover, the program according to the present
invention can further make the computer adjust the de-
tected ambient temperature so as to reach a standby
target setting temperature that is set lower than the target
setting temperature when standing by for measuring the
subject substance.
[0041] Further, the program according to the present
invention can further make the computer acquire first nu-
merical value information defined as the numerical value
information on the subject substance calculated in the
calculation step and second numerical value information
defined as the numerical value information on the subject
substance measured in a way that uses a body fluid sam-
pled in vitro from an examinee, and change, if a difference
between the first numerical value information and the
second numerical value information exceeds a predeter-
mined first threshold value, a setting value of the target
setting temperature when measuring the subject sub-
stance.
[0042] Furthermore, the program according to the
present invention can further make the computer, in the
case of adjusting the detected ambient temperature so
as to reach the standby target setting temperature when
standing by for measuring the subject substance, acquire
the first numerical value information and the second nu-
merical value information, and change, if the difference
between the first numerical value information and the
second numerical value information exceeds a predeter-
mined second threshold value, the setting value of the
standby target setting temperature when standing by for
measuring the subject substance on a low-temperature
side.
[0043] Moreover, the program according to the present
invention can further make the computer, with respect to
the first numerical value information and the second nu-
merical value information, acquire each of the numerical
value information corresponding to first timing after the
monitoring device has started the measurement and the
numerical value information corresponding to second
timing that traces back to just a predetermined period
from the first timing, and, if a difference between the sec-
ond numerical value information at the first timing and
the second numerical value information at the second
timing is within a predetermined third threshold value and
if a difference between the first numerical value informa-
tion at the first timing and the first numerical value infor-
mation at the second timing exceeds a predetermined
fourth threshold value, change the setting value of the
target setting temperature when measuring the subject
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substance.
[0044] Moreover, the program according to the present
invention can further make the computer, in the case of
adjusting the detected ambient temperature when stand-
ing by for measuring the subject substance so as to reach
the standby target setting temperature, if an elapse pe-
riod reaching the first timing since the start of the meas-
urement exceeds a predetermined reference period,
change the setting value of the standby target setting
temperature when standing by for measuring the subject
substance on the low-temperature side.
[0045] Further, the present invention can be grasped
as a readable-by-computer recording medium recoded
with the program. Moreover, the means for accomplish-
ing the object of the present invention can be combined
to the greatest possible degree.
[0046] According to embodiments of the present in-
vention, it is feasible to provide the technology capable
of obtaining the measurement result exhibiting the high
reliability and the high reproducibility under the state
where the change in heat up temperature environment
occurs on the occasion of measuring the numerical value
information on the subject substance in the body fluid.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0047]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an outline of a config-
uration of a monitoring device in a first working ex-
ample.
FIG.2 is a whole perspective view of a glucose sen-
sor together with an enlarged view of a principal por-
tion in the first working example.
FIG.3 is a whole perspective view of the glucose sen-
sor together with the enlarged view of the principal
portion in the first working example.
FIG.4 is an explanatory conceptual diagram of a Pel-
tier device in the first working example.
FIG.5 is a block diagram of functions realized by a
control computer of the monitoring device in the first
working example.
FIG.6 is a block diagram showing an outline of a
configuration of a temperature control unit in the first
working example.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a control routine when
the monitoring device measures a glucose concen-
tration in the first working example.
FIG.8 is an explanatory diagram illustrating positions
where a temperature sensor, the Peltier device and
a temperature control unit according to a second
working example are disposed.
FIG.9 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the po-
sitions where the temperature sensor, the Peltier de-
vice and the temperature control unit according to a
third working example are disposed.
FIG. 10 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the po-
sitions where the temperature sensor, the Peltier de-

vice and the temperature control unit according to a
modified example of the third working example are
disposed.
FIG.11 is a diagram showing an outline of a config-
uration of the monitoring device according to a fourth
working example.
FIG. 12 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the po-
sitions where the temperature sensor, the Peltier de-
vice and the temperature control unit according to a
first modified example of the fourth working example
are disposed.
FIG. 13 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the po-
sitions where the temperature sensor, the Peltier de-
vice and the temperature control unit according to a
second modified example of the fourth working ex-
ample are disposed.
FIG. 14 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the po-
sitions where the temperature sensor, the Peltier de-
vice and the temperature control unit according to a
third modified example of the fourth working example
are disposed.
FIG. 15 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the po-
sitions where the temperature sensor, the Peltier de-
vice and the temperature control unit according to a
fourth modified example of the fourth working exam-
ple are disposed.
FIG.16 is a diagram showing an outline of a config-
uration of the monitoring device according to a fifth
working example.
FIG.17 is a block diagram showing an outline of a
configuration of the temperature control unit accord-
ing to the fifth working example.
FIG. 18 is a timing chart showing a measurement
cycle of the glucose concentration in a sixth working
example.
FIG.19 is a flowchart showing a second control rou-
tine when the monitoring device measures the glu-
cose concentration in the sixth working example.
FIG.20 is a diagram of an outline of a configuration
of a second monitoring device.
FIG.21 is a diagram of a functional configuration of
the second monitoring device.
FIG.22 is a flowchart showing a setting value adjust-
ment control routine according to a seventh working
example.
FIG.23 is a flowchart showing a second setting value
adjustment control routine according to the seventh
working example.
FIG.24 is a flowchart showing a setting value adjust-
ment control routine according to an eighth working
example.
FIG.25 is a flowchart showing a second setting value
adjustment control routine according to the eighth
working example.
FIG.26 is a flowchart showing a setting value adjust-
ment control routine according to a ninth working ex-
ample.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0048] An in-depth description of a mode for carrying
out the invention will hereinafter be described on an ex-
emplifying and not-limiting basis with reference to the
drawings. The embodiment will discuss a continuous glu-
cose monitoring device attached to an examinee and
thus employed by way of one example of a measuring
device (monitoring device) according to the present in-
vention. Note that the same components illustrated in the
drawings given above are marked with the same refer-
ence numerals and symbols. Further, the descriptions of
the respective embodiments of the measuring device ac-
cording to the present invention, which will hereinafter
be discussed, serve also as the descriptions of the indi-
vidual embodiments of a measuring system, a measuring
method, a program and a readable-by-computer record-
ing medium recorded with the program.

<First Working Example>

[0049] FIG. 1 is a view illustrating an outline of a con-
figuration of the continuous glucose monitoring (abbre-
viated to CGM) device (which will hereinafter simply be
termed "the monitoring device" or "measuring device")
in a first working example. A monitoring device 1 is ca-
pable of continuously measuring a glucose concentration
in a blood and an interstitial liquid. The monitoring device
1 can be used in the way of being preferably attached to
a skin of, e.g., an abdomen region and an arm region of
a human body (examinee) but is not limited to this usage
mode. This monitoring device 1 includes a housing 2, a
control computer 3 and an electrochemical sensor 4.
[0050] This electrochemical sensor 4 is a sensor which
detects a specified subj ect substance by making use of
electrochemical sensor reaction. The electrochemical
sensor 4 in the first working example is classified as a
so-called biosensor. The biosensor is a sensor which
measures and detects the subject substance in a way
that involves using a living organism or a material derived
from the living organism as an element of which the sub-
ject substance is recognized. The electrochemical sen-
sor 4 in the first working example is employed for meas-
uring the glucose concentration in a body fluid and will
therefore be referred to as a "glucose sensor". Further-
more, the glucose in the body fluid corresponds to the
"subject substance" according to the present invention,
and the glucose concentration can be given as "numer-
ical value information" related to the subject substance
according to the present invention.
[0051] The housing 2 takes an external shape of the
monitoring device 1 and includes a cover 20 and a base
plate 21. The cover 20 and the base plate 21, which are
fixed to each other, define the housing 2 accommodating
the control computer 3. The housing 2 has, it is prefera-
ble, a waterproofing property or a water resisting prop-
erty. In the housing 2 such as this, e.g., at least the cover
20 (and the base plate 21 as the necessity may arise) is

composed of a material such as a metal and a polypro-
pylene resin each exhibiting an extremely low water per-
meability.
[0052] The base plate 21 is a portion into which the
glucose sensor 4 is inserted, and an end portion (which
will hereinafter be termed a [proximal end]) 40 on the
proximal side of the glucose sensor 4 is fixed. A bonding
film 5 is fixed to the base plate 21. This bonding film 5 is
used when fixedly attaching (adhering) the continuous
monitoring device 1 to the skin. The bonding film 5 can
involve using a double-sided adhesive tape.
[0053] The control computer 3 is mounted with elec-
tronic components required for predetermined opera-
tions (such as applying a voltage, performing tempera-
ture control of a detected ambient temperature that will
be described later on and calculating the glucose con-
centration) of the monitoring device 1. This control com-
puter 3 further includes a terminal 30 brought into contact
with an electrode 42 (see FIG. 2) of the glucose sensor
4, which will be explained later on. This terminal 30 is
employed for acquiring a response current value from
the glucose sensor 4 by applying the voltage to the glu-
cose sensor 4.
[0054] The glucose sensor 4 serves to acquire the re-
sponse corresponding to the glucose concentration in
the blood and the interstitial liquid. Though the details
will be described later on, a tip portion of the glucose
sensor 4 is provided with an immobilized enzyme unit 43
as a sensor unit for detecting the glucose in the blood
and the interstitial liquid, and this immobilized enzyme
unit 43 is employed in the way of being at least implanted
subcutaneously. Herein, the glucose sensor 4 is such
that the proximal end 40 protrudes from the skin 6 and
comes into contact with the terminal 30 of the control
computer 3, while a large proportion of other units (in-
cluding the immobilized enzyme unit 43) thereof are in-
serted into the skin 6.
[0055] FIGS. 2 and 3 are whole perspective views il-
lustrated together with an enlarge view of the principal
portion. As illustrated therein, the glucose sensor 4 has
a base sheet 41, the electrode 42, the immobilized en-
zyme unit 43 and a lead wire 44.
[0056] The base sheet 41 serves to support the elec-
trode 42 and is formed in a sheet-like shape exhibiting
an insulating property and flexibility as well. In the base
sheet 41, an end portion 41A exists inside the housing
2, while an end portion 41B is formed in an acute shape.
Adoption of the acute structure of the endportion 41B
facilitates the insertion of the glucose sensor 4 into the
skin 6, thereby enabling a pain of the user (examinee) to
be relieved. The end portion 41B is not, however, limited
to the specified shape but may take shapes other than
the acute shape.
[0057] Usable materials for the base sheet 41 maybe
those having no harmful effect in the human body but the
proper insulating property and are exemplified by ther-
moplastic resins such as polyethyleneterephthalate
(PET), polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene (PE) and by
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thermosetting resins such as a polyimide resin and an
epoxy resin.
[0058] The electrode 42 is used for applying the volt-
age to the immobilized enzyme unit 43 and capturing the
electrons from the immobilized enzyme unit 43. The elec-
trode 42 includes a working electrode 42A and a counter
electrode 42B. The working electrode 42A is an electrode
element for transferring and receiving the electrons to
and from the glucose. The counter electrode 42B is used
for applying the voltage together with the working elec-
trode 42A. The electrode 42 can be produced based on
a screen printing technique using, e.g., a carbon ink.
[0059] The immobilized enzyme unit 43 serves as a
medium for transferring and receiving the electrons be-
tween the glucose and the working electrode 42A. This
immobilized enzyme unit 43 is formed by immobilizing a
glucose oxidoreductase to an end portion 42Aa of the
working electrode 42A on one surface (which is herein
an upper surface) of the base sheet 41. The glucose ox-
idoreductase includes an electron-accepting region de-
fined as a region for receiving the electrons derived from
a substrate and an electron-donating region defined as
a region for donating the electrons derived from the sub-
strate to the working electrode 42A.
[0060] The glucose oxidoreductase can involve using
glucose oxidase (GOD) and glucose dehydrogenase
(GDH). The glucose oxidoreductase involves using pref-
erably the GDH and more preferably cytochrome GDH.
The use of the GDH as the glucose oxidoreductase en-
ables the electrons to be taken out (captured) from the
glucose without producing any hydrogen peroxide. It is
therefore feasible to avoid damaging the glucose and
somatic cells of the living organism by the hydrogen per-
oxide and to realize the glucose sensor 4 that is safer to
the human body and exhibits high stability with less of
deterioration of the enzyme. A method of immobilizing
the glucose oxidoreductase can involve adopting a vari-
ety of known methods such as a method of utilizing MPC
(2-methacryloxyethyl phosphorylcholine) polymer in
which a silane coupling agent is introduced into polymeric
gel, high polymer such as polyacrylamide and phosphor
and phospholipids polymer, or a protein membrane.
[0061] The lead wire 44 serves to transmit items of
information measured by a temperature sensor 8 to the
control computer 3. A large part of this lead wire 44 is
formed on the undersurface (i.e., the surface formed with
none of the immobilized enzyme unit 43) of the base
sheet 41 of the glucose sensor 4. One end of the lead
wire 44 comes into contact with the temperature sensor
8, while the other end is exposed from the upper surface
of the base sheet 41 of the glucose sensor 4.
[0062] The temperature sensor 8 is a sensor for meas-
uring a detected ambient temperature THs defined as a
temperature ambient to the immobilized enzyme unit 43
when the glucose sensor 4 detects the subject sub-
stance, i.e., the glucose. This temperature sensor 8 is
provided in a position corresponding to the immobilized
enzyme unit 43 on the undersurface of the base plate 41

of the glucose sensor 4 in a way that enables the meas-
urement of the temperature ambient to the immobilized
enzyme unit 43 of the glucose sensor 4, i.e., enables the
measurement of a subcutaneous temperature of the hu-
man body (examinee) . The temperature sensor 8 is
brought into contact with the terminal 30 of the control
computer 3 at the end portion 44Avia the leadwire 44.
The temperature sensor 8 can involve using a variety of
known sensors in addition to, e.g., a thermistor.
[0063] Further, as illustratedin FIG. 1, the monitoring
device 1 includes a Peltier element (Peltier device) 9 clas-
sified as one type of thermoelectric transducers. The Pel-
tier device 9 in the first working example is a temperature
control device for controlling the detected ambient tem-
perature THs as will be explained later on. FIG. 4 is an
explanatory conceptual diagram of the Peltier device in
the first working example. As in the conceptual diagram
illustrated therein, the Peltier device 9 has a closed circuit
formed by establishing a P-N junction of N- and P-type
semiconductors and is configured to make switchable a
polarity of an electric current flowing to the closed circuit.
Herein, one junction surface of the N- and P-type semi-
conductors is referred to as a "first heat exchange surface
9A", and the other junction surface is referred to as a
"second heat exchange surface 9B". Herein, the Peltier
device 9 is disposed in such a position that the second
heat exchange surface 9B faces the skin side of the ex-
aminee, i.e., the [second heat exchange surface 9B] is
closer to the skin than the first heat exchange surface
9A. Further, in the first working example, as illustrated in
FIG. 1, a notched portion (a recessed portion or a cavity)
is formed in the base plate 21, and the Peltier device 9
is set in this notched portion. This contrivance intends to
efficiently transmit, down to a subcutaneous tissue, a
heat up temperature due to a heat radiation (exothermic)
phenomenon or a cool down temperature due to an en-
dothermal phenomenon from the second heat exchange
surface 9B.
[0064] In the thus-disposed Peltier device 9, when the
electric current flows to the P-N junction thereof, the en-
dothermal phenomenon occurs at the N→P junction,
while the heat radiation phenomenon occurs at the P→N
junction. In this drawing, a direction in which the electric
current flows in the illustrated arrowhead (→) direction is
set as a "first direction", and a reversed direction is set
as a "second direction".
[0065] Herein, as illustrated in FIG. 4, when the electric
current flows in the first direction, the endothermal phe-
nomenon occurs from the first heat exchange surface
9A, and the exothermic phenomenon occurs from the
second heat exchange surface 9B. Namely, in this case,
the heat absorbed from on the side of the first heat ex-
change surface 9A is radiated on the side of the second
heat exchange surface 9B, thereby heating the periph-
eral area of the second heat exchange surface 9B. Fur-
ther, the periphery of the first heat exchange surface 9A
is cooled off by the endothermal action. On the other
hand, in the case of inverting the polarity of the electric
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current and causing the electric current to flow in the sec-
ond direction, the endothermal phenomenon occurs from
the second heat exchange surface 9B, while the exother-
mic phenomenon occurs from the first heat exchange
surface 9A. Accordingly, in this case, it follows that the
periphery of the second heat exchange surface 9B is
cooled off, while the periphery of the first heat exchange
surface 9A is heated up.
[0066] In the first working example, the second heat
exchange surface 9B of the Peltier device 9 faces the
skin side of the examinee, and hence the skin surface is
heated by flowing the electric current in the first direction.
Then, the heat up temperature transmitted to the subcu-
taneous tissue, whereby the temperature ambient to the
immobilized enzyme unit 43 rises. On the other hand,
the skin surface is cooled down this time by flowing the
electric current in the second direction while switching
over the polarity of the electric current, and the cool down
temperature is transmitted to the subcutaneous tissue,
whereby the temperature ambient to the immobilized en-
zyme unit 43 descends. Thus, in the first working exam-
ple, it is feasible to preferably control the temperature
ambient to the immobilized enzyme unit 43.
[0067] Next, eachof functions provided in the monitor-
ing device 1 will be described. FIG. 5 is a block diagram
of the functions realized by the control computer 3 of the
monitoring device 1 in the first working example. The
control computer 3 in the first working example is a com-
puter including a general purpose or dedicated processor
which controls the respective function units by process-
ing instructions and data, a ROM (Read Only Memory)
stored with a variety of control programs, a RAM (Ran-
dom Access Memory) on which the control programs are
deployed, a hard disk (Hard Disk) stored with various
items of data used by the monitoring device 1 as the
necessity may arise, and so on. The processor interprets
and executes the control programs deployed on the
RAM. These configurations may, including the proces-
sor, be individually provided in the respective function
units and may also be shared with the respective function
units.
[0068] A sensor control unit 12 realizes a function of
controlling the variety of operations such as setting volt-
age application timing, setting an applied voltage value,
sampling the response current, calculating the glucose
concentration and performing the communications with
external information processing terminals according tote
necessity. The temperature control unit 13 functions in
cooperation with the temperature sensor 8 and the Peltier
device 9 in order to control the temperature so that the
detected ambient temperature THs becomes a target set-
ting temperature THtg when the glucose sensor 4 detects
the subject substance. The detected ambient tempera-
ture THs is the temperature ambient to the immobilized
enzyme unit 43. Further, the target setting temperature
THtg will be described later on.
[0069] A communication unit 11 realizes the function
of performing the data communications between the

monitoring device 1 and the external information
processing terminals. This communication unit 11 has a
transmitting unit and includes a receiving unit as the case
may arise. The data communications can involve utilizing
a wireless communication means (IrDA (Infrared Data
Association) using infrared rays or Bluetooth employing
a frequency band of 2 . 4 GHz) . As a matter of course,
the wired data communications may also be conducted
via a cable between the communication unit 11 of the
monitoring device 1 and the external information
processing terminals.
[0070] The external information processing terminals
can be exemplified such as a display unit (a result display
unit) for displaying a result of measuring the glucose con-
centration, an insulin injecting device (e.g., an insulin
pump) for dosing the insulin to the human body, a sim-
plified type blood glucose level measuring device, an ex-
ternal personal computer and an alarm device. The alarm
device is a device which informs a patient of individual
states showing that the examinee comes to glucopenia
or hyperglycemia or has a symptom of becoming the glu-
copenia or the hyperglycemia on the basis of the data
given from the monitoring device 1.
[0071] The data communications between the moni-
toring device 1 and the insulin injecting device are per-
formed by transmitting, e.g., the glucose concentration
measured result given from the monitoring device 1 to
the insulin injecting device. This scheme enables an in-
sulin dosage, which should be given to the human body,
to be controlled based on the measured data sent trans-
mitted from the monitoring device 1.
[0072] The data communications between the moni-
toring device 1 and the simplified type blood glucose level
measuring device are carried out by transmitting, e.g., a
blood glucose level measured result given from the sim-
plified type blood glucose level measuring device to the
monitoring device 1. With this scheme, when the meas-
ured result of the monitoring device 1 is compared with
the measured result of the simplified type blood glucose
level measuring device and if a gap between these meas-
ured results is equal to or larger than a fixed value, the
monitoring device 1 may be calibrated. The raw data (re-
sponse current) measured by the monitoring device 1
may also be transmitted to the simplified type blood glu-
cose level measuring device.
[0073] The data communications between the moni-
toring device 1 and the display unit are performed by
transmitting, e.g., the glucose concentration measured
result given from the monitoring device 1 to the display
unit. Note that the display unit may be used in a portable
(attachable) mode for the examinee (which can be ex-
emplified by a wrist watch type display machine and a
portable type display machine attached to the skin sur-
face in the vicinity of the monitoring device 1) and may
also be used otherwise. Further, the display unit can be
configured in such a mode that the display unit is formed
integrally with the monitoring device 1 in the way of being
included as a part of the monitoring device 1. Thus, the
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display unit, to which the measured result of the moni-
toring device 1 is transmitted, displays this measured re-
sult, thereby enabling the user (examinee) to easily rec-
ognize and grasp the present blood glucose level.
[0074] The data communications between the moni-
toring device 1 and the personal computer are performed
by transmitting, e.g., the blood glucose level measured
result and the raw data (response current) to the personal
computer. This scheme enables a transition of the glu-
cose concentration to be monitored on the personal com-
puter.
[0075] The storage unit 14 is a unit stored with pro-
grams and data required for the variety of calculations
(e.g., data about a working curve and data about a volt-
age application pattern) .This storage unit 14 may also
be a unit capable of storing the response current value
and the calculated glucose concentration given from the
glucose sensor 4.
[0076] Next, an in-depth description of the temperature
control unit 13 will be made. Herein, the monitoring device
1 according to the first working example detects the glu-
cose in the body fluid by making use of the enzyme re-
action of the enzyme retained by the immobilized enzyme
unit 43 in the glucose sensor 4. Then, a continuous op-
eration period of the monitoring device 1 covers, it is de-
sirable, preferably several days and more preferably one
week through a few weeks.
[0077] Accordingly, during the operation period of the
monitoring device 1, it follows that the external heat up
temperature environment around the examinee momen-
tarily changes. Namely, factors for fluctuations of the sub-
cutaneous temperature are a change in living environ-
ment (e.g., an outdoor air temperature) and a case of
engaging in activities in daily living typified by bathing,
taking a shower and taking excises.
[0078] In this connection, the glucose oxidoreductase
in the immobilized enzyme unit 43 fluctuates in enzyme
activity due to the reaction temperature, and hence it is
necessary to cancel influence of the change in heat up
temperature environment around the examinee. Such
being the case, the monitoring device 1, when the glu-
cose sensor 4 detects the glucose, conducts temperature
adjustment control for adjusting the temperature so that
the detected ambient temperature THs defined as the
temperature ambient to the immobilized enzyme unit 43
reaches the target setting temperature THtg.
[0079] The target setting temperature THtg is a target
temperature set when adjusting the detected ambient
temperature THs under the temperature adjustment con-
trol and is, as far as the glucose concentration is meas-
ured in a status where the detected ambient temperature
THs is kept in the vicinity of this target temperature, a
temperature considered not to affect the measured result
even when the heat up temperature environment fluctu-
ates. In the first working example, the target setting tem-
perature THtg is preset based on an empirical rule, within
a range of, e.g., normal temperature.
[0080] The temperature adjustment control is realized

by the temperature control unit 13 which controls the op-
eration state of the Peltier device 9 on the basis of the
temperature measured by the temperature sensor 8.
Herein, the temperature sensor 8 is connected to the
temperature control unit 13 via the lead wire 44, and the
information measured by the temperature sensor 8 is in-
putted to the temperature control unit 13 of the control
computer 3. Further, the Peltier device 9 is electrically
connected to the control computer 3, whereby the tem-
perature control unit 13 controls the operation state of
the Peltier device 9.
[0081] Herein, an example of a configuration of the
temperature control unit 13 will hereinafter be described
with reference to FIG. 6. In the example of the configu-
ration in FIG. 6, the temperature control unit 13 is con-
figured by including a temperature analyzing unit 13A, a
power switch unit 13B and a current switching unit 13C.
Further, the temperature control unit 13 is supplied with
a direct current (DC) from a power source 10. The power
source 10 can involve adopting a button battery of which
a power voltage is on the order of 1V  3V but is not
limited to this type of battery. Moreover, the power source
10 can supply the electric power to other function units
(e.g., the sensor control unit 12) of the control computer
3 and the glucose sensor 4.
[0082] The power switch unit 13B is an electronic com-
ponent which switches ON/OFF the electric power sup-
plied to the Peltier device 9. Further, the current switching
unit 13C is an electronic component capable of inverting
the polarity of the direct current supplied to the Peltier
device 9 and switching over the current direction to any
one of the first direction and the second direction. More-
over, the temperature analyzing unit 13A acquires the
measured result of the detected ambient temperature
THs inputted from the temperature sensor 8 and deter-
mines, based on the result of the comparison with the
target setting temperature THtg, a content of the control
with respect to the Peltier device 9.
[0083] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a processing
flow when the continuous glucose monitoring device
measures the glucose concentration. When the power
source of the monitoring device 1 is in an ON-state, the
control computer 3 deploys, on the RAM, the control pro-
gram stored in the ROM, and the processor executes the
control program at an interval of a fixed period of time,
thereby realizing the respective processes in the flow-
chart. Namely, the individual functions provided in the
control computer 3 explained in FIG. 5 are actualized in
such a way that the processor of the control computer 3
cooperates with the control program stored in the ROM.
[0084] When starting the execution of the control pro-
gram, to begin with, in step S101, the temperature control
unit 13 acquires the detected ambient temperature THs
based on an output signal of the temperature sensor 8.
Herein, the temperature sensor 8 measures the detected
ambient temperature THs at the interval of executing the
control program, i.e., at the interval of the predetermined
fixed period of time, and the measurement data thereof
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is inputted to the temperature analyzing unit 13A of the
temperature control unit 13. Step S101 in the flowchart
corresponds to a temperature acquiring step according
to a measurement method of the present invention.
[0085] In step S102, the temperature analyzing unit
13A of the temperature control unit 13 compares the ac-
quired detected ambient temperature THs with the target
setting temperature THtg. Then, it is determined whether
or not an absolute value of a difference between the de-
tected ambient temperature THs and the target setting
temperature THtg falls within a range of a specified tem-
perature difference ∆THsh. If determined to be affirma-
tive in this step (|THs-THtg | ≤ ∆THsh), the detected am-
bient temperature THs can be deemed to be coincident
with the target setting temperature THtg or to be suffi-
ciently approximate to the target setting temperature
THtg. In this case, even when the detected ambient tem-
perature THs is not adjusted more elaborately than this,
it is considered that the enzyme activity of the enzyme
immobilized by the immobilized enzyme unit 43 has no
variation as affected by the external ambient tempera-
ture. Namely, if the glucose concentration is measured
in this state, it is determined that there is no possibility
that a measurement error might occur due to the fluctu-
ations of the external ambient temperature, and the op-
eration proceeds to step S103.
[0086] In step S103, when the power switch unit 13B
is kept ON, the power switch unit 13B is switched OFF
and, as a result, the power supply to the Peltier device 9
is stopped. Namely, the operation of the Peltier device 9
is stopped. Note that the power switch unit 13B remains
OFF from the beginning, the operation may proceed di-
rectly to next step S104.
[0087] In step S104, it is determined whether the
should-be-measured timing (measurement request tim-
ing) of the glucose concentration is reached at the
present or not. A contrivance in the monitoring device 1
according to the first working example is that the glucose
concentration is automatically measured, e.g., at the pre-
set interval (e.g., at such a frequency that the measure-
ment may be conducted once for several minutes) or at
the predetermined timing. As a matter of course, also
when the user (examinee) gives a manual measurement
request (such as pressing a measurement start button),
the glucose concentration can be measured separately.
The timing is determined to be the measurement timing
of the glucose concentration in this step, in which case
the operation proceeds to step S105, but, whereas if not
so, the execution of the present control program is tem-
porarily terminated.
[0088] In step S105, the sensor control unit 12 applies
the voltage to between the electrodes 42 (between the
working electrode 42A and the counter electrode 42B)
of the glucose sensor 4. As a result, the glucose in the
body fluid is reduced (the electrons are captured) by the
oxidoreductase of the immobilized enzyme unit 43, and
the electrons thereof are supplied to the working elec-
trode via an electron supplying region. Then, a quantity

of the electrons supplied to the working electrode 42A is
measured as a response current value. Subsequently,
the glucose sensor 4 generates an electric signal which
indicates the response current value when the voltage is
applied, and the electric signal is output to the sensor
control unit 12. The electric signal indicating the response
current value is an electric signal having a correlation
with the concentration of the glucose defined as the sub-
ject substance. The sensor control unit 12 receiving the
electric signal inputted from the glucose sensor 4 calcu-
lates, based on the response current value, the glucose
concentration (blood glucose level). When calculating
the glucose concentration herein, there is no necessity
for making the temperature correction corresponding to
the external ambient temperature. As discussed above,
in the present step, the sensor control unit 12 controlling
the glucose sensor 4 calculates the glucose concentra-
tion on the basis of the electric signal generated by the
glucose sensor 4. Then, step S105 in this flowchart cor-
responds to a calculating step according to the measure-
ment method of the present invention.
[0089] Furthermore, the communication unit 11 out-
puts the calculated result of the glucose concentration to
the display unit, and the display unit displays the acquired
measured result (calculated result) of the glucose con-
centration. Through this display, the examinee (user) is
informed of the measured result of the glucose concen-
tration. Moreover, the calculated result of the glucose
concentration may also be transmitted to other external
information terminals. Upon finishing the process in this
step, the execution of the control program is temporarily
terminated.
[0090] Given next is a description of a case in which
the absolute value of the difference between the detected
ambient temperature THs and the target setting temper-
ature THtg does not fall within the range of the specified
temperature difference ∆THsh (|THs-THtg| > ∆THsh) in
step S102 . This case is, it follows, applicable to that the
detected ambient temperature THs is lower to some de-
gree than the target setting temperature THtg or that THs
is conversely higher to some degree than the target set-
ting temperature THtg.
[0091] Then, in this case, the operation proceeds to
step S106, in which the temperature control unit 13 de-
termines whether or not the detected ambient tempera-
ture THs is lower than the target setting temperature
THtg. Herein, if determined to be affirmative (THs <
THtg), the temperature control unit 13 determines it nec-
essary to increase the detected ambient temperature
THs, and the operation proceeds to step S107. Whereas
if determined to be negative, the temperature control unit
13 determines it necessary to decrease the detected am-
bient temperature THs, and the operation proceeds to
step S108. Herein, the process in step S102 corresponds
to a determining step according to the measurement
method of the present invention.
[0092] In step S107, the temperature control unit 13,
when the power switch unit 13B is in the OFF state,
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switches OFF this unit 13B, and simultaneously controls
the current switching unit 13C so that the direction of the
direct current supplied to the Peltier device 9 is switched
over to the first direction. The skin in the vicinity of the
Peltier device 9 is thereby heated. Herein, the immobi-
lized enzyme unit 43 of the glucose sensor 4 is normally
embedded to a depth on the order of several millimeters
(mm) at the deepest from the skin, and the Peltier device
9 heats up the skin surface, whereby the heat thereof
can be sufficientlypropagated to the region in the vicinity
of the immobilized enzyme unit 43. As a result, the de-
tected ambient temperature THs can be raised up to the
target setting temperature THtg, preferably.
[0093] Note that herein the number of the semiconduc-
tors configuring the Peltier device 9, a magnitude of the
value of the electric current to be supplied and, for others,
a physical property value related to the Peltier device 9
are designed within a proper range so as not to exces-
sively increase or decrease a changing speed (which is
herein a rising speed) of the detected ambient tempera-
ture THs . This is similarly applied to the case of supplying
the electric current in the second direction to the Peltier
device 9 and decreasing the detected ambient temper-
ature THs. Upon finishing the process in this step, the
execution of the control program is temporarily terminat-
ed.
[0094] In step S108, the temperature control unit 13,
when the power switch unit 13B is in the OFF state,
switches ON this unit 13B, and simultaneously controls
the current switching unit 13C so that the direction of the
direct current supplied to the Peltier device 9 is switched
over to the second direction. The endothermal phenom-
enon thereby occurs from the skin in the vicinity of the
Peltier device 9, thus cooling the skin surface. Then, this
cool down temperature is sufficiently propagated to the
region vicinal to the immobilized enzyme unit 43, and
hence the detected ambient temperature THs can be
preferably lowered down to the target setting temperature
THtg. Upon finishing the process in this step, the execu-
tion of the control program is temporarily terminated. The
processes in steps S107 and S108 in the present flow-
chart correspond to a control step according to the meas-
urement method of the present invention.
[0095] The control program described above is exe-
cuted iteratively on the per-fixed-time basis. Therefore,
for example, the process related to step S107 or S108
continues till the affirmative determination is made in step
S102 from next time onward. Hence, according to the
temperature adjustment control in the first working ex-
ample, after maintaining such a temperature that the de-
tected ambient temperature THs gets coincident with the
target setting temperature THtg or a temperature that is
sufficiently approximate to the target setting temperature
THtg, e.g., the temperature deemed to be equal to the
target setting temperature THtg, the glucose concentra-
tion can be measured. Further, as for the glucose con-
centration measurement method according to the first
working example, the temperature is adjusted so that the

detected ambient temperature THs given when detecting
the glucose defined as the subject substance reaches
the target setting temperature THtg.
[0096] According to the temperature adjustment con-
trol in the first working example, even under the state
where the external heat up temperature environment
around the examinee changes, on the occasion of meas-
uring the glucose concentration, it is feasible to preferably
restrain the change in heat up temperature environment
from adversely affecting the measured result of the sub-
ject substance. Moreover, according to the present con-
trol, the electric signal generated by the glucose sensor
4 does not need undergoing the temperature-correction
corresponding to the heat up temperature environment
at that point of time. It is therefore possible to amply en-
hance reliability and reproducibility with respect to the
measured result of the monitoring device 1.
[0097] It should be noted that the present invention
can be grasped as a control program for making the con-
trol computer 3 execute the respective processes ex-
plained in FIG. 7, i.e., a program for realizing the respec-
tive functions of the control computer 3 or a readable-by-
computer recording medium recorded with this program.
These functions can be provided by making the computer
read and execute the program on the recording medium.
Herein, the readable-by-computer recording medium
connotes a recording medium capable of storing infor-
mation such as data and programs electrically, magnet-
ically, optically, mechanically or by chemical action,
which can be read from the computer etc. Among these
recording mediums, for example, a flexible disc, a mag-
neto-optic disc, a CD-ROM, a CD-R/W, a DVD, a DAT,
an 8 mm tape, a memory card, etc are given as those
removable from the computer. Further, a hard disc, a
ROM (Read-Only Memory), etc are given as the record-
ing mediums fixed within the computer.

<Second Working Example>

[0098] Herein, a second working example will be de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 8. FIG. 8 is an explanatory
diagram for illustrating layout positions of the tempera-
ture sensor 8, the Peltier device 9 and the temperature
control unit 13 according to the second working example.
The second working example is common to the first work-
ing example except a point that the layout positions of
the respective components are different from those in
the first working example. The discussion will be focused
on the different point from the already-described working
example, and the explanations of the common points are
omitted.
[0099] In the layout example illustrated in FIG. 1, the
temperature control unit 13 and the Peltier device 9 are
disposed in the housing 2 which accommodates the con-
trol computer 3, and the temperature sensor 8 is disposed
in the glucose sensor 4. Note that the housing 2 can be
said to be, in other words, the housing 2 which accom-
modates the sensor control unit 12. In the second working
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example, the Peltier device 9 is also disposed on the
base sheet 41 of the glucose sensor 4. Note that, as
illustrated in FIG. 8, the layout positions of the tempera-
ture sensor 8 and the temperature control unit 13 are the
same as in the example of FIG. 1. A reason why the
numeral 3 is attached with the numeral 13 put in paren-
theses is that the temperature control unit 13 in the sec-
ond working example is, as already discussed in the first
working example, realized by the control computer 3.
This is the same in other working examples which follow,
unless specified otherwise.
[0100] Over the recent years, a small-sized Peltier de-
vice formed a fewmillimeters square (e.g., approximately
1mm- 2mm square) in size has been commercialized
(such as product numbers YKMG, YKMK, YKMA,YKMF
manufactured by Yamaha Corp.). Accordingly, for in-
stance, a width of the base sheet 41 of the glucose sensor
4 is set to, e.g., about 5mm, in which case the Peltier
device 9 can be formed sufficiently on the surface of the
base sheet 41 by use of the small-sized Peltier device 9
as described above, and this configuration can be pref-
erably embodied. According to this configuration, the re-
gion vicinal to the immobilized enzyme unit 43 of the glu-
cose sensor 4 can be directly heated or cooled.

<Third Working Example>

[0101] A third working example will be described with
reference to FIG. 9. FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram for
illustrating layout positions of the temperature sensor 8,
the Peltier device 9 and the temperature control unit 13
according to the thirdworking example. A different point
of the layout positions of the respective components in
the third working example from FIG. 1 is that the housing
2 accommodates the temperature sensor 8 in addition
to the Peltier device 9. Further, the temperature control
unit 13 is the same as in the example illustrated in FIG.
1. In FIG. 9, the temperature sensor 8 is disposed in,
e.g., the notched portion (the recessed portion or the cav-
ity) of the base plate 21 in the same way as the Peltier
device 9 is.
[0102] The temperature sensor 8 in the third working
example is disposed not subcutaneously but on the skin
surface, and hence the temperature measured by the
temperature sensor 8 is substantially coincident with the
temperature of the skin surface. The temperature of the
skin surface is a temperature which has a correlation with
or can be related to the detected ambient temperature
THs. Accordingly, in the third working example, the de-
tected ambient temperature THs is estimated based on
a positional relation between the position in which the
immobilized enzyme unit 43 disposed subcutaneously
and the position in which the temperature sensor 8 meas-
ures the temperature (the position in which the temper-
ature sensor 8 is disposed) and based on the measure-
ment temperature measured by the temperature sensor
8.
[0103] For example, a map is generated, which is

stored with the detected ambient temperature THs, the
skin surface temperature measured by the temperature
sensor 8, a relational formula of a subcutaneous embed-
ding depth of the immobilized enzyme unit 43 and rela-
tions therebetween, whereby the detected ambient tem-
perature THs can be estimated by substituting the skin
surface temperature and the embedding depth therein.
Then, the temperature adjustment control explained in
the first working example can be preferably conducted
based on the thus-estimated detected ambient temper-
ature THs.
[0104] Moreover, in the configuration according to the
third working example, the temperature sensor 8 can be
disposed on the skin surface. An advantage of this layout
is that the temperature sensor 8 does not need embed-
ding subcutaneously, and a size of a portion, embedded
subcutaneously, of the base sheet 41 of the glucose sen-
sor 4 can be thereby reduced. As a result, this advantage
is useful for relieving a damage to the examinee (user) ,
which is caused when inserting the glucose sensor 4 sub-
cutaneously and for improving facilitation of the insertion.
[0105] To give a modified example of the third working
example incidentally, in the layout example of FIG. 10,
the point that the Peltier device 9 is disposed on the base
sheet 41 of the glucose sensor 4 is different from the
example in FIG. 9, and other points are common.
[0106] As exemplified in the first through third working
examples, it is feasible to adopt a multiple variation of
layout positions of the temperature sensor 8, the Peltier
device 9 and the temperature control unit 13 of the mon-
itoring device 1. Further, in each layout example, the
housing 2 accommodates the temperature control unit
13, however, any inconvenience may not be caused by
disposing the temperature control unit 13 on the base
sheet 41 of the glucose sensor 4. Namely, the tempera-
ture sensor 8, the Peltier device 9 and the temperature
control unit 13 of the monitoring device 1 can be disposed
in any one of the housing 2 accommodating the sensor
control unit 12 and the glucose sensor 4.

<Fourth Working Example>

[0107] Next, a fourth working example will be de-
scribed. FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an outline of a
configuration of the continuous glucose monitoring de-
vice (monitoring system) in a fourth working example.
The monitoring device 1 in the fourth working example
further includes a portable display machine 16 (a result
display unit) which acquires the calculated result of the
glucose concentration given by the sensor control unit
12 and has a display panel 15 for displaying the calcu-
lated result. Namely, the monitoring device 1 can be con-
figured by including the portable display machine 16. A
housing 17 of the portable display machine 16 is fixed to
the skin by the bonding film 5 in the same way as the
housing 2 is fixed. The portable display machine 16 in
FIG. 11 performs the wired data communications with
the sensor control unit 12 via a cable 18. Herein, the
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portable display machine 16 can be treated as a portable
display machine 16’ separated from the monitoring de-
vice 1. In this case, the present invention can be also
grasped by way of a monitoring system including the
monitoring device 1 and the portable display machine
16’. This point is the same with FIGS. 12 - 15 that will be
given later on.
[0108] Next, the layout positions of the temperature
sensor 8, the Peltier device 9 and the temperature control
unit 13 in the fourth working example will be explained.
In the layout example depicted in FIG. 11, the tempera-
ture sensor 8 is disposed on the base sheet 41 of the
glucose sensor 4, the temperature control unit 13 is dis-
posed in the housing 2 accommodating the sensor con-
trol unit 12, and the Peltier device 9 is disposed in the
housing 17 for the portable displaymachine 16. In this
case, the Peltier device 9 is easy to be disposed at a
farther distance from the immobilized enzyme unit 43 of
the glucose sensor 4 than in the case of disposing the
Peltier device 9 in the housing 2 as illustrated in, e.g.,
FIG. 1. The housing 17 for the portable display machine
16 in the fourthworkingexampleis, however, formedto-
havealargerprojection area on the skin surface than that
of the housing 2 accommodating the sensor control unit
12. It is therefore possible to avoid decreasing the effi-
ciency when adjusting the detected ambient temperature
THs under the temperature adjustment control described
above by increasing the number of semiconductors con-
figuring the Peltier device 9 to such a degree as to get
spaced away from the temperature adjustment target im-
mobilized enzyme unit 43.
[0109] FIGS. 12 - 15 illustrate the layout examples,
different from FIG. 11, of the temperature sensor 8, the
Peltier device 9 and the temperature control unit 13. The
layout example depicted in FIG. 12 is that the tempera-
ture sensor 8 is disposed in the housing 17 for the port-
able display machine 16, the temperature control unit 13
is disposed in the housing 2 accommodating the sensor
control unit 12, and the Peltier device 9 is disposed on
the base sheet 41 of the glucose sensor 4. Herein, in the
case of disposing the temperature sensor 8 in the housing
17 as illustrated therein, the temperature sensor 8 is easy
to be disposed at a still farther distance from the immo-
bilized enzyme unit 43 of the glucose sensor 4 than in
the case of the disposition in the housing 2 as in the
example of, e.g., FIG. 9. The temperature of the skin
surface that is measured by the temperature sensor 8
and the detected ambient temperature THs can be, how-
ever, related to each other as described above. Accord-
ingly, the detected ambient temperature THs can be es-
timated based on the position of the immobilized enzyme
unit 43, the layout position of the temperature sensor 8
and the temperature measured by the temperature sen-
sor 8, and the temperature adjustment control can be
preferably done based on this estimated result.
[0110] Moreover, in the layout example depicted in
FIG. 13, the temperature sensor 8 is disposed in the
housing 2 accommodating the sensor control unit 12, and

the Peltier device 9 and the temperature control unit 13
are disposed in the housing 17 for the portable display
machine 16. Further, in the layout example illustrated in
FIG. 14, the Peltier device 9 is disposed in the housing
2 accommodating the sensor control unit 12, and the tem-
perature sensor 8 and the temperature control unit 13
are disposed in the housing 17 for the portable display
machine 16. Moreover, in the layout example depicted
in FIG. 15, all of the temperature sensor 8, the Peltier
device 9 and the temperature control unit 13 are disposed
in the housing 17 for the portable display machine 16.
Incidentally, as illustrated in FIGS. 13 - 15, a housing 16
accommodates the temperature control unit 13, in which
case a second computer (different from the control com-
puter 3) including a CPU, a ROM and a RAM for exhibiting
the already-described functions of the temperature con-
trol unit 13 are housed inside the housing 16, whereby
the second computer can realize the temperature control
unit 13.
[0111] As exemplified in the fourth working example
and the modified example thereof, the layout positions
of the temperature sensor 8, the Peltier device 9 and the
temperature control unit 13 of the monitoring device 1
can involve adopting the multiple variations. Further, the
layout examples of the respective components are not
limited to the examples in FIGS. 11 - 15, and any incon-
venience may not be caused by disposing, e.g., the tem-
perature control unit 13 on the base sheet 41 of the glu-
cose sensor 4. Then, each of the temperature sensor 8,
the Peltier device 9 and the temperature control unit 13
of the monitoring device 1 can be disposed in any one
of the housing 2 accommodating the sensor control unit
12 and the glucose sensor 4 and the housing 17 provided
with the portable display machine 16.

<Fifth Working Example>

[0112] The working examples discussed so far adopt
the Peltier device 9 as the temperature adjusting element
according to the present invention on the exemplifying
and not-limiting basis, however, any inconvenience may
not be caused by adopting other configurations without
being limited to the Peltier device 9. As illustrated in FIG.
16, a second temperature adjusting element 90 may be
disposed as a substitute for the Peltier device 9 depicted
in FIG. 1 etc. The second temperature adjusting element
90 includes a micro heater serving as a heat radiation
unit, a heat sink serving as a heat absorbing unit, a ther-
mal interface material and a heat spreader or a combi-
nation thereof.
[0113] FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating an outline
of a configuration of the temperature control unit in the
fifth working example. The temperature control unit 13 in
the illustrated configuration includes the temperature an-
alyzing unit 13A and the power switch unit 13B but does
not include the current switching unit 13C depicted in
FIG. 6. A micro heater 91 of the second temperature ad-
justing element 90 is connected to the power switch unit
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13B and adjusts a quantity of the heat radiated from the
micro heater 91 by controlling the voltage applied to the
micro heater 91 from the power switch unit 13B. As de-
scribed above, the second temperature adjusting ele-
ment 90 has the heat sink serving as the heat absorbing
unit, the thermal interface material and the heat spreader
(unillustrated) , and, in a state of applying none of the
drive voltage to the micro heater 91 from the power switch
unit 13B, the heat is passively absorbed by these heat
absorbing units,therebyenabling a decreasein detected
ambienttemperature THs to be accelerated.
[0114] Accordingly, the micro heater 91 is operated by
applying the drive voltage to the micro heater 91 from
the power switch unit 13B on the occasion of increasing
the detected ambient temperature THs, and the opera-
tion thereof is halted by stopping the application of the
voltage to the micro heater 91, whereby the detected
ambient temperature THs can be adjusted in an unre-
stricted manner. For example, in the processing flow of
FIG. 7, in step S107, the micro heater 91 is operated by
switching ON the power switch unit 13B, thereby increas-
ing the detected ambient temperature THs. While on the
other hand, in step S108, the operation of the micro heat-
er 91 is halted by switching OFF the power switch unit
13B, thereby decreasing the detected ambient temper-
ature THs. Note that it is possible to omit the step of
switching OFF the power switch unit in step S103.
[0115] Herein, the micro heater 91 itself is well known,
and hence the detailed explanation thereof is herein omit-
ted, however, available heat emitting elements are, e.g.,
a laminated exothermic member described in Japanese
Patent Laid-Open Publication No.S53-122942, an exo-
thermic member for a minute chemical device described
in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication
No.2002-090357, surface exothermic members de-
scribed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication
No.2002-025757 and Japanese Patent Laid-Open Pub-
lication No. H07-014664, etc. Similarly, the heat sink may
involve using heat sinks employed for an in vivo embed-
ding type cooling device illustrated in FIG. 2 of Japanese
Patent Laid-Open Publication No.2007209523 and in
FIGS. 1 - 4 of Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication
No.2010162189, a heat sink used for freeze therapy
apparatus for the skin surface that is described in Patent
Application Publication No.4324673, and so on. Moreo-
ver, the thermal interface material is exemplified by white
paste (thermal grease). Materials of the white paste can
be exemplified by silicon oil containing aluminum oxide,
zinc oxide or boron nitride. Further, the heat spreader
can be easily composed of a metal material exhibiting a
high thermal conductivity (such as a tungsten/molybde-
num/copper-tungsten alloy, a copper-tungsten alloy, alu-
minum nitride ceramics, etc). Note that the second tem-
perature adjusting element 90 according to the fifth work-
ing example can be applied to the layout examples de-
picted in FIGS. 8 - 15.

<Sixth Working Example>

[0116] Next, variations different from those in the first
working example with respect to contents of the control
according to the monitoring device 1 will be explained.
An outline of a configuration of the monitoring device 1
according to a sixth working example is the same as
those depicted in FIGS. 1  6. FIG. 18 is a timing chart
illustrating a measurement cycle of the glucose concen-
tration according to the glucose sensor 4 of the monitor-
ing device 1 in the sixth working example. In the example
of FIG. 18, t0  t4 defines one measurement cycle. A
period of t2 - t3 is a measurement period" of which the
subject substance is measured by use of the glucose
sensor 4, and a period of t0  t1 is a "measurement
standby period" for which the subject substance is not
measured by employing the glucose sensor 4.
[0117] Herein, an optimum temperature of the oxidore-
ductase in the immobilized enzyme unit 43 of the glucose
sensor 4 is, e.g., approximately 36°C - 37°C, and the
sensor sensitivity is extremely high in this temperature
range. If the temperature of the immobilized enzyme unit
43 shifts to a high temperature from the optimum tem-
perature zone, inactivation of the enzyme occurs, which
might become a factor for shortening a life-span of the
sensor due to the deterioration etc. On the other hand,
in the case of measuring the glucose concentration at a
lower temperature than the optimum temperature zone
in order to prevent the inactivation of the enzyme in the
immobilized enzyme unit 43, the reliability on the output
result of the glucose sensor 4 might be decreased.
[0118] Such being the case, under the temperature ad-
justment control according to the sixth working example,
in order to establish both of restraint of the deterioration
in the glucose sensor 4 and improvement of the reliability
and the reproducibility related to the measured result of
the glucose concentration, the detected ambient temper-
ature THs is adjusted to the target setting temperature
THtg during the measurement period and is adjusted to
a standby target setting temperature THb during the
measurement standby period. The standby target setting
temperature THb is a target temperature given on the
occasion of adjusting the detected ambient temperature
THs during the measurement standby period and is set
to a temperature lower than the target setting tempera-
ture THtg.
[0119] At the measurement cycle, when shifting to the
measurement period (t2 - t3) from the measurement
standby period (t0 - t1), the Peltier device 9 performs the
heating control, thereby raising the detected ambient
temperature THs up to the target setting temperature
THtg. During the measurement period (t2 - t3), the glu-
cose sensor 4 detects the subject substance once or a
plurality of times, thus measuring the glucose concentra-
tion. Thereafter, when shifting to the measurement stand-
by period from the measurement period, the Peltier de-
vice 9 carries out the cooling control, thereby decreasing
the detected ambient temperature THs down to the
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standby target setting temperature THb. Note that a tran-
sit period (t1  t2) to the measurement period from the
measurement standby period is referred to as a cheating
transit period", and a transit period (t3 - t4) to the meas-
urement standby period from the measurement period is
termed a "cooling transit period".
[0120] The measurement cycle illustrated in FIG. 18
is an exemplification and can be modified properly. Fur-
ther, a length of one measurement cycle (t0  t4) and a
ratio of the measurement time and the measurement
standby time may be changed corresponding to an area
of the Peltier device 9 (the temperature adjusting
element) . Note that if the Peltier device 9 has a small
area, the heating transit period and the cooling transit
period can be reduced as compared with the case of
having a larger area . Namely, it is feasible to decrease
the ratio occupied by the heating transit period and the
cooling transit period at the measurement cycle. As a
result, a degree of freedom can be increased on the oc-
casion of setting the ratio of the measurement period and
the measurement standby period.
[0121] FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating a second con-
trol routine when the monitoring device 1 in the sixth work-
ing example measures the glucose concentration. Steps
of executing the same processes of the control routine
illustrated in FIG. 7 are marked with the same reference
numerals and symbols, and the detailed descriptions
thereof are omitted. The control program related to the
second control routine is also stored in the ROM etc of
the control computer 3 and is executed by the processor
at the interval of the predetermined period of time.
[0122] In step S201, the temperature control unit 13
determines whether there is a request for finishing the
measurement standby period at the present or not. The
control computer 3 is equipped with a timer (timer device)
for measuring the time, and the storage unit 14 is stored
with the data about the measurement cycle as shown in
FIG. 18. The temperature control unit 13 refers to the
time measured by the timer and the data about the meas-
urement cycle that is stored in the storage unit 14, and
determines that the measurement standby period finish-
ing request is given at a point of time when reaching the
timing corresponding to t1 in FIG. 18. Note that the timing
(t1 in FIG. 18) of issuing the measurement standby period
finishing request may be set as timing of advancing by a
predetermined period of time from the start timing (t2 in
FIG. 18) of the measurement period.
[0123] When determining in this step that there is the
measurement standby period finishing request, the op-
eration proceeds to step S101, and, whereas if not, the
present routine is temporarily terminated. In step S101,
the temperature control unit 13 acquires the detected am-
bient temperature THs based on the output signal of the
temperature sensor 8. Subsequently, in step S102, the
temperature control unit 13 compares the detected am-
bient temperature THs with the target setting temperature
THtg. The temperature control unit 13, in the case of de-
termining that the absolute value of the difference be-

tween the detected ambient temperature THs and the
target setting temperature THtg falls within the range of
the specified temperature difference ∆THsh (|THs-THtg|
≤ ∆THsh), decides that the detected ambient temperature
THs is substantially coincident with the target setting tem-
perature THtg, and the operation proceeds to step S105.
[0124] While on the other hand, if it is determined in
step S102 that the absolute value of the difference be-
tween the detected ambient temperature THs and the
target setting temperature THtg does not fall within the
range of the specifiedtemperature difference ∆THsh
(|THs-THtg| > ∆THsh), the operation proceeds to step
S107. In step S107, the temperature control unit 13 per-
forms the control to switch ON the power switch unit 13B,
and controls the current switching unit 13C so that the
Peltier device 9 is supplied with the current in the first
direction. With this control operation, the skin in the vi-
cinity of the Peltier device 9 is heated. Upon finishing the
process in step S107, the operation loops back to step
S102. In the process of step S102, if determined to be
negative again (S102: No), the operation proceeds to
step S107 described above, however, in this case the
operation is in the state of having already supplied the
electric current in the [first direction] to the Peltier device
9, and therefore, after the as-is state has been kept for
a fixed period of time in step S107, the operation again
loops back to step S102. As a result, this heating process
continues till the detected ambient temperature THs
comes to the target setting temperature THtg.
[0125] In step S105, the glucose concentration is
measured. To be specific, the sensor control unit 12 ap-
plies the voltage to between the electrodes 42 of the glu-
cose sensor 4 and calculates the glucose concentration
(the blood glucose level) on the basis of the acquired
response current value. The glucose concentration in this
step may be measured once and may also be measured
plural times.
[0126] Upon finishing the process in step S105, the
operation proceeds to step S202. In step S202, the tem-
perature control unit 13 determines whether there is a
request for finishing the measurement period at the
present or not. The temperature control unit 13 refers to,
e.g., the time measured by the timer and the data about
the measurement cycle that is stored in the storage unit
14, and determines that the measurement period finish-
ing request is given at a point of time when reaching the
timing corresponding to t3 in FIG. 18. If determined to be
negative in this step, after standing by for the fixed period
of time, the determination related to this step is again
made repeatedly, and, if determined to be affirmative,
the operation proceeds to step S108. Note that the timing
(t3 in FIG. 18) when the measurement period finishing
request is issued may also be set as timing delayed by
a predetermined period of time from the start timing (t2
in FIG. 18) of the measurement period.
[0127] In step S108, the temperature control unit 13
performs the control to switch ON the power switch unit
13B, and controls the current switchingunit 13C so that
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the Peltier device 9 is supplied with the current in the
seconddirection. With this control operation, the heat of
the skin in the vicinity of the Peltier device 9 is absorbed,
thus cooling the skin surface. Then, the cool down tem-
perature of the skin surface is transferred to the glucose
sensor 4, thereby cooling the immobilized enzyme unit
43. Upon finishing the process in step S108, the operation
proceeds to step S203.
[0128] In step S203, the temperature control unit 13
acquires the detected ambient temperature THs on the
basis of the output signal of the temperature sensor 8.
Subsequently, in step S203, the temperature control unit
13 compares the detected ambient temperature THs with
the standby target setting temperature THb, and deter-
mines whether or not an absolute value of a difference
therebetween falls within a range of a second specified
temperature difference ∆THsh2. As described above, the
standby target setting temperature THb is the target tem-
perature given when adjusting the detected ambient tem-
perature THs during the measurement standby period
and is set to the temperature lower than the target setting
temperature THtg.
[0129] If determined to be affirmative in step S203
(|THs-THg| ≤THsh2), the detected ambient temperature
THs gets coincident with the standby target setting tem-
perature THb or a temperature that is sufficiently approx-
imate to the standby target setting temperature THb.
Whereas if determined to be negative in step S203 (|THs-
THg| > ∆THsh2), the operation loops back to the process
in step S108. When the operation thus loops back to the
process in step S108, the operation is in the state of hav-
ing already supplied the electric current in the second
direction to the Peltier device 9, and therefore, after the
as-is state has been kept for a fixed period of time in step
S108, the operation again proceeds to step S203. As a
result, this cooling process of the Peltier device 9 contin-
ues till the detected ambient temperature THs descends
down to the standby target setting temperature THb. If
determined to be affirmative in step S203, the detected
ambient temperature THs is determined to decrease
down to the standby target setting temperature THb. Sub-
sequently, the operation proceeds to step S103, and, af-
ter the power switch unit 13B has been switched OFF,
the present routine is temporarily finished.
[0130] As described above, under the temperature ad-
justment control according to the sixth working example,
the detected ambient temperature THs is adjusted to be
coincident with the target setting temperature THtg dur-
ing the measurement period of each measurement cycle
and is maintained to the standby target setting temper-
ature THb set on the lower temperature side than the
target setting temperature THtg during the measurement
standby period. Therefore, the temperature ambient to
the immobilized enzyme unit 43 of the glucose sensor 4
is kept in the optimum temperature zone of the enzyme
activity only during the measurement period of each
measurement cycle and can be maintained in the tem-
perature zone on the lower temperature side than the

optimum temperature zone during other periods. Accord-
ingly, it is possible to establish both of the restraint of the
deterioration in the glucose sensor 4 and the improve-
ment of the reliability and the reproducibility of the meas-
ured result.
[0131] Note that the detected ambient temperature
THs is decreased positively down to the standby target
setting temperature THb during the measurement stand-
by period in the control example given above, however,
for instance, the setting during the measurement standby
period may be ended up with simply keeping the Peltier
device 9 in a non-operating state. In this case, the Peltier
device 9 does not perform the cooling control, which
therefore leads to saving the drive power of the Peltier
device 9. Further, the detected ambient temperature THs
decreases during the measurement standby period as
the factors may be, and it therefore follows that the tem-
perature of the immobilized enzyme unit 43 does not shift
on the higher temperature side than the optimum tem-
perature zone.

<Seventh Working Example>

[0132] In a seventh working example, the monitoring
device 1 implements setting value adjustment control for
adjusting the target setting temperature THtg under the
temperature adjustment control. This setting value ad-
justment control is conducted based on the measured
result of the glucose concentration acquired by the mon-
itoring device 1 and a second monitoring device 50 that
will be described later on. A hardware configuration of
the monitoring device 1 according to the seventh working
example is the same as in the first working example (see
FIGS. 1 - 6), and the detailed explanation thereof is omit-
ted.
[0133] FIG. 20 is a diagram of an outline of a configu-
ration of the second monitoring device 50. The second
monitoring device 50 is an SMBG (Self Monitoring of
Blood Glucose) device capable of measuring the glucose
concentration (blood glucose level) in the body fluid
(blood, interstitial liquid, etc.) captured in vitro, and meas-
ures the blood glucose level by use of the blood bled in
vitro such as a drop of finger blood. The blood sampled
in vitro from the examinee is referred to as a second
sample as the case may be.
[0134] The second monitoring device 50 measures the
glucose concentration of the second sample by an elec-
trochemical technique using a biosensor 60. The second
monitoring device 50 includes a housing 61, a display
panel 62, an operation button 63 and a sensor insertion
port 68. Further, the second monitoring device 50 has,
though its illustration is omitted, a circuit board mounted
with electronic components such as a CPU, a RAM and
a ROM required for predetermined operations (such as
applying the voltage and performing the communications
with the outside) of the second monitoring device 50.
[0135] As shown in FIG. 20, the housing 61 is provided
with the display panel 62 and the plurality of operation
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buttons 63. The plurality of operation buttons 63 is used
for executing operations such as setting a variety of
measurement conditions and starting/finishing the meas-
urement. The plurality of operation buttons 63 may also
be provided on a contact type touch panel. The display
panel 62 displays the measured result and an error, and
also displays operation procedures and operation states
when setting. The display panel 62 is exemplified by a
liquid crystal display device, a plasma display panel, a
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) or an electroluminescence
panel. The biosensor 60 is a known sensor in which a
sample layer containing, e.g., an electron transfer sub-
stance and the oxidoreductase is formed on the base
plate.
[0136] Respective functions provided in the second
monitoring device 50 will be explained. FIG. 21 is a func-
tion block diagram of the second monitoring device 50.
The second monitoring device 50 includes a communi-
cation unit 80, a power source unit 81, a control unit 82,
a measuring unit 83 and a storage unit 84. The commu-
nication unit 80 performs the data communications be-
tween the monitoring device 1 and the second monitoring
device 50. The data communications can involve utiliz-
ing,e.g.,the wirelesscommunication means. Further, the
wired data communications may also be conducted by
establishing a connection between the monitoring device
1 and the second monitoring device 50 via a cable of a
USB (Universal Serial Bus) etc. The power source unit
81 supplies the electric power for driving the second mon-
itoring device 50. For example, the function as the power
source unit 81 may be actualized by use of a button bat-
tery having a power voltage on the order or 1V  3V.
The control unit 82 controls the communications with,
e.g., the monitoring device 1.
[0137] The measuring unit 83 measures the glucose
concentration (blood glucose level) of the glucose con-
tained in the blood (the second sample) brought into con-
tact with the sensor unit (sample layer) of the biosensor
60. Then, the storage unit 84 gets stored with the glucose
concentration measured by the measuring unit 83 in the
way of being associated with the measurement time in-
formation thereof. The measured result of the glucose
concentration in the blood, which is measured by the
thus-configured second monitoring device 50, is trans-
mitted to the communication unit 11 in the monitoring
device 1 from the communication unit 80 of the second
monitoring device 50.
[0138] The continuous measurement of the glucose
concentration by use of the monitoring device 1 continues
over a comparatively long period of time (e.g., approxi-
mately one week) in many cases, and hence the sensi-
tivity of the glucose sensor 4 is lowered as the case may
be due to the deterioration as the glucose oxidoreductase
in the immobilized enzyme unit 43 is affected by repeat-
edly applying the voltage or due to gradual adhesion/
deposition of the cell tissues to and on the periphery of
the immobilized enzyme unit 43. Further, if the sensitivity
of the glucose sensor 4 declines stepwise as the contin-

uous measurement period elongates, an error might oc-
cur between the measurement value of the glucose con-
centration and a true glucose concentration.
[0139] The seventh working example involves period-
ically performing the following setting value adjustment
control when the monitoring device 1 continuously meas-
ures the glucose concentration. FIG. 22 is a flowchart
showing a setting value adjustment control routine ac-
cording to the seventh working example. A program re-
lated to this control routine is stored in the ROM of the
control computer 3 in the monitoring device 1 and is ex-
ecuted as triggered by receiving a setting value adjust-
ment control start signal from the second monitoring de-
vice 50.
[0140] Upon executing this control routine, in step
S301, the communication unit 11 receives, from the com-
munication unit 80 of the second monitoring device 50,
the measurement time information and the measurement
value (which will hereinafter be termed an "SMBG meas-
urement value Vsmbg" (corresponding to second numer-
ical value information)) when the second monitoring de-
vice 50 measures the glucose concentration of the sec-
ond sample. Then, in step S302, the storage unit 14 in
the monitoring device 1 is stored with the SMBG meas-
urement value Vsmbg received by the communication
unit 11 in the way of being associated with the measure-
ment time information thereof.
[0141] Moreover, the storage unit 14 is stored with the
glucose concentration measurement values (which will
hereinafter be termed "CGM measurement values Vcgm"
(corresponding to first numerical value information))
measured by the sensor control unit 12 up to the present
time after starting the continuous measurement of the
glucose concentration and with the measurement time
information in the way of being associated with each oth-
er. When the update data of the SMBG measurement
value Vsmbg is added to the storage unit 14, the tem-
perature control unit 13 extracts, in step S303, the meas-
urement time information associated with the updated
SMBG measurement value Vsmbg and the CGM meas-
urement value Vcgm measured at the nearest point of
time. As a result, the temperature control unit 13 can
acquire the CGM measurement value Vcgm and the SM-
BG measurement value Vsmbg which are measured sub-
stantially at the same point of time. Subsequently, the
temperature control unit 13 calculates an absolute value
between the SMBG measurement value Vsmbg and the
CGM measurement value Vcgm (which will hereinafter
be referred to as a measurement absolute error ∆Va").
[0142] The temperature control unit 13 determines
whether the measurement absolute error ∆Va exceeds
a first reference value ∆Vb1 or not. If the measurement
absolute error ∆Va is determined equal to or smaller than
the first reference value ∆Vb1 (∆Va ≤ ∆Vb1), it is con-
cluded that the glucose sensor 4 has the adequate sen-
sitivity and the glucose concentration contains almost no
measurement error. Such being the case, when deter-
mining in this step that the measurement absolute error
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∆Va is equal to or smaller than the first reference value
∆Vb1 (∆Va ≤ ∆Vb1) , the present routine is temporarily
finished. In this case, this is because the determination
is that the sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4 does not
need adjusting specially. Whereas if it is determined that
the measurement absolute error ∆Va exceeds the first
reference value ∆Vb1 (∆Va > ∆Vb1), the operation pro-
ceeds to step S304.
[0143] In step S304, the temperature control unit 13
changes the setting value of the target setting tempera-
ture THtg. Herein, a change width of the target setting
temperature THtg is adjusted corresponding to a magni-
tude of the measurement absolute error ∆Va. A differ-
ence of the measurement value, which is acquired by
subtracting the CGM measurement value Vcgm from the
SMBG measurement value Vsmbg, is expressed by a
measurement error ∆Vr". In this routine, the temperature
setting change value ∆THtg obtained by multiplying the
measurement error ∆Vr by a constant C1 (where C1 >
0) is added to the present target setting temperature
THtg, thus calculating a post-modifying target setting
temperature (which will hereinafter be referred to as
a "target modified temperature THtgm") (THtgm = THtg
+ ∆THtg, ∆THtg = C1 x ∆Vr). Note that the calculation
formula is an exemplification, and the calculation is not
limited to this formula. When terminating the process in
this step, the present routine is temporarily finished.
[0144] The SMBG measurement value Vsmbg is ob-
tained by measuring the glucose concentration in a way
that uses, as the sample, the blood sampled in vitro from
the examinee. Therefore, the reliability of the measured
result thereof is higher than the CGM measurement value
Vcgm measured by employing the subcutaneous ind-
welling type glucose sensor 4. Hence, herein the SMBG
measurement value Vsmbg is deemed to be the true glu-
cose concentration.
[0145] If the glucose sensor 4 has a low sensitivity, the
CGM measurement value Vcgm is lower than the SMBG
measurement value Vsmbg in many cases. In this in-
stance, the measurement error ∆Vr takes the positive
value, whereby the temperature setting change value
∆THtg takes the positive value. As a result, the target
setting temperature THtg is corrected on the high-tem-
perature side to thereby accelerate the enzyme activity
in the immobilized enzyme unit 43, and it is possible to
increase the sensor sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4.
While on the other hand, if the sensitivity of the glucose
sensor 4 excessively rises, an assumption is that the
CGM measurement value Vcgm is higher than the SMBG
measurement value Vsmbg. In this case, the measure-
ment error ∆Vr takes the negative value, whereby the
temperature setting change value ∆THtg also takes the
negative value. As a result, the target setting temperature
THtg is corrected on the low-temperature side to thereby
decelerate the enzyme activity in the immobilized en-
zyme unit 43, and it is possible to decrease the sensor
sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4. As discussed above,
the target setting temperature THtg is adjusted corre-

sponding to the magnitude of the measurement error ∆Vr
under this control, thereby enabling the monitoring device
1 to enhance the measurement accuracy of the glucose
concentration. Moreover, if the CGMmeasurement value
Vcgm is higher than the SMBG measurement value Vs-
mbg, the target setting temperature THtg is modified on
the low-temperature side, and it is therefore feasible to
further surely avoid the occurrence of the deterioration
due to such a point that the temperature of the immobi-
lized enzyme unit 43 in the glucose sensor 4 gets higher
than the optimum temperature zone of the enzyme.
[0146] Under the setting value adjustment control ac-
cording to the seventh working example, the setting value
of the target setting temperature THtg is changed corre-
sponding to the magnitude of the measurement error ∆Vr,
and hence, even when the deterioration etc is caused as
derived from the continuous use of the glucose sensor
4, the sensor sensitivity in the glucose sensor 4 can be
properly maintained, with the result that the reliabilities
of the measurement accuracy and the measurement re-
sult can be enhanced.

<Modified Example>

[0147] Next, a modified example of the setting value
adjustment control in the seventh working example will
be explained. The storage unit 14 is stored with calibra-
tion curve data representing an associative relation be-
tween the response current value and the glucose con-
centration each given from the glucose sensor 4 in the
form of a mathematical expression and an associative
table. Further, plural sets of calibration curve data are
prepared corresponding to the sensor sensitivities of the
glucose sensor 4 and are stored in the storage unit 14.
In this case, if the measurement absolute error ∆Va ex-
ceeds the first reference value ∆Vb1, the sensor control
unit 12 selects another set of calibration curve data cor-
responding to the measurement error ∆Vr, whereby the
glucose sensor 4 may improve the measurement accu-
racy of the glucose concentration. In such a case also,
the calibration curve data count is finite. Therefore, as
under the setting value adjustment control described
above, the adjustment of the target setting temperature
THtg under the temperature adjustment control with ref-
erence to the SMBG measurement value Vsmbg trans-
mitted from the side of the second monitoring device 50
is highly effective in minutely adjusting the sensor sen-
sitivity. It is because the setting value adjustment control
described above enables the respective sets of calibra-
tion curve data to be effectively interpolated.
[0148] Moreover, in the flowchart shown in FIG. 22,
only one threshold value for the measurement absolute
error ∆Va is provided, however, the plurality of threshold
values may also be provided. FIG. 23 is a flowchart show-
ing a second setting value adjustment control routine ac-
cording to the seventh working example. The program
related to this control routine is stored in the ROM of the
control computer 3 in the monitoring device 1 and is ex-
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ecuted as triggered by receiving the setting value adjust-
ment control start signal from the second monitoring de-
vice 50. The steps of executing the same processes as
those in the processing flow illustrated in FIG. 22 are
marked with the same reference numerals and symbols,
and the in-depth descriptions thereof are omitted.
[0149] In step S303, when determining that the meas-
urement absolute error ∆Va exceeds the first reference
value ∆Vb1 (∆Va > ∆Vb1), the operation proceeds to step
S305. In step S305, the temperature control unit 13 de-
termines whether the measurement absolute error ∆Va
exceeds a second reference value ∆Vb2 or not. The sec-
ond reference value ∆Vb2 is a threshold value for deter-
mining whether the calibration curve data used for cal-
culating the glucose concentration needs changing or
not, and is set to a value larger than the first reference
value ∆Vb1. When determining that the measurement
absolute error ∆Va is equal to or smaller than the second
reference value ∆Vb2 (∆Vb1 < ∆va ≤ ∆Vb2), it is conclud-
ed that the calibration curve data used for calculating the
glucose concentration does not need changing. In this
case, the operation proceeds to step S304, in which the
setting value of the target setting temperature THtg is
changed corresponding to the magnitude of the meas-
urement absolute error ∆Va.
[0150] While on the other hand, when determining the
measurement absolute error ∆Va exceeds the second
reference value ∆Vb2 ∆Va > ∆Vb2), the operation pro-
ceeds to step S306. In step S306, the sensor control unit
12 changes the calibration curve data used for calculating
the glucose concentration. The sensor control unit 12
reselects the calibration curve data to enhance the sen-
sor sensitivity if the measurement error ∆Vr takes the
positive value and reselects the calibration curve data to
lower the sensor sensitivity if the measurement error ∆Vr
takes the negative value. Then, upon finishing the proc-
ess in this step, the present routine is temporarily termi-
nated. Incidentally, in step S306, along with the change
in setting (selection) of the calibration curve data, the
setting value of the target setting temperature THtg may
be changed in the same way as in step S304. With this
operation, the sensor sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4
can be corrected more minutely.
[0151] According to the control example shown in FIG.
23, when the measurement absolute error ∆Va is com-
paratively small, the sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4
can be adjusted without reselecting the calibration curve
data. Further, even if the deterioration of the glucose sen-
sor 4 progresses due to the elongation of the continuous
measurement period of the blood glucose level, it is fea-
sible to expand the adjustment width of the sensor sen-
sitivity of the glucose sensor 4 by reselecting the calibra-
tion curve data used for measuring the glucose concen-
tration. Moreover, the target setting temperature THtg is
corrected together as the necessity may arise, whereby
it is possible to establish both of ensuring the adjustment
width of the sensor sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4
and making the more minute adjustment. In the seventh

working example, the first reference value ∆Vb1 corre-
sponds to a first threshold value according to the present
invention.

<Eighth Working Example>

[0152] The seventh working example has discussed
the control example for modifying the setting value of the
target setting temperature THtg during the measurement
period of each measurement cycle, however, an eighth
working example will discuss a control example for ad-
justing a setting value of the standby target setting tem-
perature THb during the measurement standby period.
Hardware configurations of the monitoring device 1 and
the second monitoring device 50 according to the eighth
working example are the same as the hardware config-
urations in the sixth working example. FIG. 24 is a flow-
chart showing a setting value adjustment control routine
according to the eighth working example. The program
related to this control routine is stored in the ROM of the
control computer 3 in the monitoring device 1 and is ex-
ecuted as triggered by receiving the setting value adjust-
ment control start signal from the second monitoring de-
vice 50. The steps of executing the same processes as
those in the processing flow illustrated in FIGS. 22 and
23 are marked with the same reference numerals and
symbols, and the in-depth descriptions thereof are omit-
ted.
[0153] Upon executing the present control routine, in
step S301, the communication unit 11 receives, from the
communication unit 80 of the second monitoring device
50, the SMBG measurement value Vsmbg measured
from the second sample by the second monitoring device
50 and the measurement time information associated
therewith. In step S302, the storage unit 14 is stored with
the SMBG measurement value Vsmbg received by the
communication unit 11 in the way of being associated
with the measurement time information. When update
data of the SMBG measurement value Vsmbg is added
to the storage unit 14, the temperature control unit 13
extracts, in subsequent step S401, data (information) of
the CGMmeasurement value Vcgm measured at the time
nearest to the measurement time associated with the
SMBG measurement value Vsmbg. This scheme ena-
bles the temperature control unit 13 to acquire the CGM
measurement value Vcgm and the SMBG measurement
value Vsmbg that are measured substantially at the same
point of time (approximately at the same point of time).
[0154] The temperature control unit 13 calculates the
measurement error ∆Vr by subtracting the CGM meas-
urement value Vcgm from the acquired SMBG measure-
ment value Vsmbg. Then, the temperature control unit
13 determines whether the measurement error ∆Vr ex-
ceeds a third reference value ∆Vb3 or not. The third ref-
erence value ∆Vb3 is a threshold value for determining
whether or not the sensor sensitivity declines due to the
adhesion/deposition of the subcutaneous tissues and the
deterioration of the immobilized enzyme unit 43. Herein,
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when determining that the measurement error ∆Vr is
equal to or smaller than the third reference value ∆Vb3
(∆Vr ≤ ∆Vb3) , it is concluded that the sensor sensitivity
has almost no decline due to the deterioration etc of the
immobilized enzyme unit 43 of the glucose sensor 4, and
the present routine is temporarily terminated. While on
the other hand, when determining that the measurement
error ∆Vr exceeds the third reference value ∆Vb3 ((∆Vr
> ∆Vb3), it is concluded that the sensor sensitivity de-
clines due to the deterioration etc of the immobilized en-
zyme unit 43, and in this case the operation proceeds to
step S402.
[0155] In step S402, the temperature control unit 13
changes the setting value of the standby target setting
temperature THb during the measurement standby pe-
riod of each measurement cycle. A change width of the
standby target setting temperature THb is adjusted cor-
responding to the magnitude of the measurement error
∆Vr. In the present routine, the temperature setting
change value ∆THB acquired by multiplying the meas-
urement error ∆Vr by a constant C2 (where C2 > 0) is
set as a post-modifying standby target setting tempera-
ture (which will hereinafter be termed a "standby target
modified temperature THbm") through the subtraction
from the present standby target setting temperature THb
(THbm = THbg + ∆THb, ∆THb = C2 x ∆Vr). Herein, if the
SMBG measurement value Vsmbg is larger than the CG-
Mmeasurement value Vcgm, the temperature setting
change value ∆THb takes the positive value, and hence
the standby target modified temperature THbm is
changed on the lower temperature side than the present
standby target setting temperature THb. Upon finishing
the process in this step, the present routine is temporarily
terminated. Note that the calculation formula is an exem-
plification, and the calculation is not limited to this formu-
la.
[0156] Thus, under the setting value adjustment con-
trol according to the eighth working example, the setting
value of the standby target setting temperature THb dur-
ing the measurement standby period is adjusted corre-
sponding to the magnitude of the measurement error ∆Vr,
and therefore it is feasible to hinder the deterioration of
the glucose sensor 4 and to delay the progress thereof.
Accordingly, even when the continuous measurement
period of the glucose concentration elongates, the meas-
urement accuracy can be restrained from decreasing. In
the eighth working example, the third reference value
∆Vb3 corresponds to a second threshold value according
to the present invention.

<Modified Example>

[0157] Next, a modified example of the setting value
adjustment control in the eighth working example will be
described. FIG. 25 is a flowchart showing a second set-
ting value adjustment control routine according to the
eighth working example. The program related to this con-
trol routine is stored in the ROM of the control computer

3 in the monitoring device 1 and is executed as triggered
by receiving the setting value adjustment control start
signal from the second monitoring device 50. In the flow-
chart shown in FIG. 24, only one threshold value is pro-
vided for the measurement error ∆Vr, however, the plu-
rality of threshold values is provided herein. In FIG. 25,
the steps of executing the same processes as those in
the processing flow illustrated in FIGS. 22 through 24 are
marked with the same reference numerals and symbols,
and the in-depth descriptions thereof are omitted.
[0158] In the present control routine, in step S401,
when determining that the measurement error ∆Vr ex-
ceeds the third reference value ∆Vb3 (∆Vr > ∆Vb3) , the
operation proceeds to step S403. In step S403, the tem-
perature control unit 13 determines whether the meas-
urement error ∆Vr exceeds a fourth reference value ∆Vb4
or not. When determining that the measurement error
∆Vr is equal to or smaller than the fourth reference value
∆Vb4 (∆Vb3 < ∆Vr ≤ ∆Vb4) , the operation proceeds to
step S404, and, whereas if not (∆Vr > ∆Vb4), the opera-
tion proceeds to step S405. Incidentally, when determin-
ing in step S401 that the measurement error ∆Vr is equal
to or smaller than the third reference value ∆Vb3 (∆Vr ≤
∆Vb3) , the present routine is temporarily terminated.
[0159] In step S404, the temperature control unit 13
calculates the standby target modified temperature TH-
bm in a way that subtracts, from the present standby
target setting temperature THb, the temperature setting
change value ∆THb obtained by multiplying the meas-
urement error ∆Vr by the constant C2 (where C2 > 0)
(THbm = THb - ∆THb, ∆THb = C2 x ∆Vr) . Note that the
calculation formula is an exemplification, and the calcu-
lation is not limited to this formula. Upon finishing the
process in step S404, the operation proceeds to step
S406. A content of the process in step S406 will be de-
scribed later on, and hence, at first, a content of the proc-
ess in step S405 is herein explained.
[0160] In step S405, the temperature control unit 13
determines whether the measurement error ∆Vr exceeds
a fifth reference value ∆Vb5 or not. The fifth reference
value ∆Vb5 is a threshold value set to a value larger than
the fourth reference value ∆Vb4, and, if the measurement
error ∆Vr exceeds the fifth reference value ∆Vb5, it is
concluded that the use of the glucose sensor 4 should
be interrupted because of an outstanding progress of the
deterioration of the immobilized enzyme unit 43. In step
S405, when determining that the measurement error ∆Vr
exceeds the fifth reference value ∆Vb5 (∆Vr > ∆Vb5), the
operation proceeds to step S407. In step S407, the tem-
perature control unit 13 outputs, to the sensor control unit
12, an instruction (instruction signal) having a content of
stopping the measurement of the glucose concentration
by the glucose sensor 4, thus interrupting the measure-
ment of the glucose concentration (step S407). In this
case, the monitoring device 1 informs the user that the
continuous measurement of the glucose concentration
is interrupted and informs the user of information having
a content of prompting the user to replace the glucose
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sensor 4 with a new glucose sensor 4 by displaying these
items of information on the display panel 15 of the port-
able display machine 16. Alternatively, the monitoring
device 1 may give an alarm having a content of prompting
the user to replace the glucose sensor 4 with a new glu-
cose sensor 4 in order to call the user’ s attention without
forcibly interrupting the continuous measurement of the
glucose concentration. Upon finishing the process in this
step, the present routine is temporarily terminated.
[0161] Further, in step S405, when determining that
the measurement error ∆Vr is equal to or smaller than
the fifth reference value ∆Vb5 (∆Vb4 < ∆Vr ≤ ∆Vb5), the
operation proceeds to step S408. In step S408, the tem-
perature control unit 13 calculates the standby target
modified temperature THbm in a way that subtracts, from
the present standby target setting temperature THb, a
temperature setting change value ∆THb’ obtained by
multiplying the measurement error ∆Vr by a constant C3
(where C3 > C2) (THbm = THb - ∆THb’ , ∆THb’ = C3 x
∆Vr) . Note that the calculation formula is an exemplifi-
cation, and the calculation is not limited to this formula.
[0162] The fifth reference value ∆Vb5 is a threshold
value set to a value larger than the fourth reference value
∆Vb4, and hence, if determined to be affirmative in step
S403, i.e., when determining that the measurement error
∆Vr exceeds the fourth reference value ∆Vb4, it is con-
cluded that the deterioration of the glucose sensor 4
shows more of the progress of the deterioration of the
glucose sensor 4 than in the case of making the negative
determination. By contrast, the constant C3 defined as
a reduction coefficient of the standby target setting tem-
perature THb is set larger than the constant C2, so that
the temperature setting change value ∆THb’ calculated
in step S408 is larger than the temperature setting
change value ∆THb calculated in step S404. As a result,
the decrease width of the standby target setting temper-
ature THb can be set larger as the glucose sensor 4
comes to have a higher degree of its deterioration, there-
by enabling the progress of the deterioration of the glu-
cose sensor 4 to be preferably retarded.
[0163] Upon finishing the process in step S408, the
operation proceeds to step S406. The temperature con-
trol unit 13 determines whether the standby target mod-
ified temperature THbm calculated in step S404 or S408
is lower than a predetermined allowable minimum tem-
perature THbb or not. Herein, the allowable minimum
temperature THbb is the minimum temperature of the
detected ambient temperature THs, at which the exam-
inee feels neither a sense of discomfort nor displeasure.
The allowable minimum temperature THbb can be also
preset and can be set variably by accepting a manual
input from the user. In step S406, if determined to be
affirmative (THbm < THbb), the operation proceeds to
step S407. Whereas if determined to be negative (THbm
≥ THbb) , the operation proceeds to step S409.
[0164] Note that the determining process in step S406,
i.e., the process of determining whether or not the stand-
by target modified temperature THbm is lower than the

allowable minimum temperature THbb, is not indispen-
sable but may be omitted. In this case, it is preferable
that the operation proceeds directly to step S409. In step
S409, the temperature control unit 13 changes the setting
value of the standby target setting temperature THb to
the standby target modified temperature THbm from the
present setting value. This standby target modified tem-
perature THbm is a value calculated in step S404 or
S408. Upon finishing the process in this step, the present
routine is temporarily terminated.
[0165] As discussed above, under the control accord-
ing to this modified example, the plurality of threshold
values is provided for the magnitudes of the measure-
ment errors ∆Vr, and it is therefore feasible to properly
take, corresponding to the degree of deterioration, the
measure for preventing the deterioration of the glucose
sensor 4 from progressing. Furthermore, on the occasion
of setting the standby target modified temperature THbm,
the allowable minimum temperature THbb is set so that
the detected ambient temperature THs does not become
excessively low, and hence the examinee feels neither
the sense of discomfort nor the displeasure.
[0166] Moreover, under the setting value adjustment
control according to the eighth working example, the case
of adjusting the standby target setting temperature THb
during the measurement standby period of each meas-
urement cyclehasbeen discussed, however, the control
according to the sixth working example described above,
i.e., the adjustment of the target setting temperature THtg
during the measurement period may be carried out to-
gether.

<Ninth Working Example>

[0167] A ninth working example involves, on the occa-
sion of the glucose continuous measurement, adjusting
the detected ambient temperature THs during both of the
measurement period and the measurement standby pe-
riod of the measurement cycle on the basis of a difference
between the CGM measurement values Vcgm acquired
at first timing Tm1 and second timing Tm2 before an
elapse of the predetermined first period ∆Tm1 (corre-
sponding to a predetermined period) from the first timing
Tm1. The hardware configurations of the monitoring de-
vice 1 and the second monitoring device 50 according to
the ninth working example are the same as those in the
seventh working example.
[0168] FIG. 26 is a flowchart showing a setting value
adjustment control routine according to the ninth working
example. The program related to this control routine is
stored in the ROM of the control computer 3 in the mon-
itoring device 1. The steps of executing the same proc-
esses as those in the processing flow illustrated in FIGS.
22 through 25 are marked with the same reference nu-
merals and symbols, and the in-depth descriptions there-
of are omitted.
[0169] In step S501, the temperature control unit 13
accesses the storage unit 14 and thus acquires the up-
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dated SMBG measurement value Vsmbg via the com-
munication unit 11. Then, the temperature control unit 13
acquires the SMBG measurement value Vsmbg (which
will hereinafter be termed a "second SMBG measure-
ment value Vsmbg2") stored in the storage unit 14 at the
nearest point of time which traces back to at least the
first period ∆Tm1 or longer from the point of time when
measuring the acquired updated SMBG measurement
value Vsmbg (which will hereinafter be termed a "first
SMBG measurement value Vsmbgl").
[0170] Subsequently, in step S502, the temperature
control unit 13 determines whether or not an absolute
value of a difference (which will hereinafter be termed a
"second measurement absolute error ∆Va2") between
the first SMBG measurement value Vsmbg1 and the sec-
ond SMBG measurement value Vsmbg2 is equal to or
smaller than a sixth reference value ∆Vb6 (a third thresh-
old value) . If the second measurement absolute error
∆Va2 is equal to or smaller than the sixth reference value
∆Vb6 (∆Va2 ≤ ∆Vb6), the operation proceeds to step
S503, and, whereas if not (∆Va2 > ∆Vb6), the present
routine is temporarily terminated.
[0171] The first period ∆Tm1 is set to a period that is
relatively long for each measurement cycle of the con-
tinuous measurement in the monitoring device 1, e.g.,
set to a few or several hours through about one day but
may be properly changed without being limited to this
time range. The sixth reference value ∆Vb6 is a threshold
value for determining whether or not the glucose concen-
tration of the examinee fluctuates at a small level before
and after the elapse of the thus-set first period ∆Tm1,
and, if the second measurement absolute error ∆Va2 falls
within a range of this sixth reference value ∆Vb6 or small-
er, the fluctuation in glucose concentration is determined
to be small.
[0172] In step S503, the temperature control unit 13
acquires the CGM measurement value Vcgm (which will
hereinafter be termed a "first CGM measurement value
Vcgm1") measured at the timing nearest to the measure-
ment time of the first SMBG measurement value Vsmbg1
and the CGM measurement value Vcgm (which will here-
inafter be termed a "second CGM measurement value
Vcgm2") measured at the timing nearest to the measure-
ment time of the second SMBG measurement value
Vsmbg2. Herein, when setting the measurement time of
the first CGM measurement value Vcgm1 as the first tim-
ing Tm1 and the measurement time of the second CGM
measurement value Vcgm2 as the second timing Tm2,
the first timing Tm1 is the timing after an elapse of ap-
proximately the first period ∆Tm1 from the second timing
Tm2. A difference between the elapse period from the
second timing Tm2 to the first timing Tm1 and the first
period ∆Tm1 is, more or less, said to be a period that is
short enough to be ignorable as compared with the first
period ∆Tm1.
[0173] In step S504, the temperature control unit 13
calculates an absolute value (which will hereinafter be
referred to as a "third measurement absolute error ∆Va3")

of a difference between the first CGMmeasurement value
Vcgm1 and the second CGMmeasurement value
Vcgm2. Then, the temperature control unit 13 determines
whether or not the third measurement absolute error
∆Va3 exceeds a seventh reference value ∆Vb7 (a fourth
threshold value) . Herein, the seventh reference value
∆Vb7 is a threshold value for determining whether the
sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4 is proper or not. If the
third measurement absolute error ∆Va3 is equal to or
smaller than the seventh reference value ∆Vb7, it is con-
cluded that the sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4 is prop-
er and the glucose concentration contains almost no
measurement error. In this step, when determining that
the third measurement absolute error ∆Va3 is equal to
or smaller than the seventh reference value ∆Vb7 (∆Va3
≤∆Vb7), it is concluded that the sensitivity of the glucose
sensor 4 does not need adjusting specially, and the op-
eration proceeds to step S505. Whereas if the third meas-
urement absolute error ∆Va3 is determined to exceed
the seventh reference value ∆Vb7 (∆Va3 > ∆Vb7), the
operation proceeds to step S506.
[0174] In step S506, the temperature control unit 13
changes the setting value of the target setting tempera-
ture THtg related to the measurement period of the meas-
urement cycle. Herein, a difference between the meas-
urement values, which is obtained by subtracting the sec-
ond CGM measurement value Vcgm2 from the first CGM
measurement value Vcgm1, is referredto as a "second
measurement error ∆Vr2". In this step S506, the change
width of the target setting temperature THtg is adjusted
corresponding to a magnitude of the second measure-
ment error ∆Vr2. To be specific, the target modified tem-
perature THtgm is calculated by adding the temperature
setting change value ∆THtg obtained by multiplying the
second measurement error ∆Vr2 by a constant C4
(where C4 > 0) to the present target setting temperature
THtg (THtgm = THtg + ∆THtg, ∆THtg = C4 x ∆Vr2). Note
that the calculation formula is an exemplification, and the
calculation is not limited to this formula.
[0175] Herein, if the second measurement error ∆Vr2
takes the positive value, the temperature setting change
value ∆THtg is modified on the high-temperature side,
and hence the sensor sensitivity of the glucose sensor 4
can be enhanced. While on the other hand, if the second
measurement error ∆Vr2 takes the negative value, the
temperature setting change value ∆THtg is modified on
the low-temperature side, and therefore the sensor sen-
sitivity of the glucose sensor 4 can be lowered. As de-
scribed above, in the present control example, the
change width of the target setting temperature THtg is
adjusted corresponding to the magnitude of the second
measurement error ∆Vr2, thereby enabling the monitor-
ing device 1 to increase the measurement accuracy of
the glucose concentration. Further, if the second CGM
measurement value Vcgm2 is higher than the first CGM
measurement value Vcgm1, the target setting tempera-
ture THtg is modified on the low-temperature side, and
it is therefore possible to more surely avoid the occur-
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rence of the deterioration caused by such a point that the
temperature of the immobilized enzyme unit 43 of the
glucose sensor 4 becomes higher than the optimum tem-
perature zone of the enzyme. Upon finishing the process
in this step, the present routine is temporarily terminated.
[0176] On the other hand, in step S505, the tempera-
ture control unit 13 accesses the aforementioned timer
(the illustration is omitted) and thus acquires the second
period ∆Tm2 defined as an elapse period reaching the
first timing Tm1 since the continuous measurement of
the glucose concentration has been started. Subse-
quently, in step S507, the temperature control unit 13
determines whether or not the second period ∆Tm2 ex-
ceeds the predetermined reference period ∆Tmb. The
reference period ∆Tmb is a period serving as a threshold
value from which to determine that the immobilized en-
zyme unit 43 of the glucose sensor 4 does not start getting
deteriorated when the continuous usage period of the
glucose sensor 4 is within this reference period ∆Tmb.
When determining that the second period ∆Tm2 is within
the reference period ∆Tmb (∆Tm2 ≤ ∆Tmb), the present
routine is temporarily terminated in status quo. While on
the other hand, when determining that the second period
∆Tm2 exceeds the reference period ∆Tmb (∆Tm2 > ∆T-
mb), the operation proceeds to step S508.
[0177] In step S508, the temperature control unit 13
changes the setting value of the standby target setting
temperature THb during the measurement standby pe-
riod of each measurement cycle. The change width of
the standby target setting temperature THb is adjusted
corresponding to a magnitude of the third measurement
absolute error ∆Va3. Herein, a standby target modified
temperature THbm is calculated by subtracting, from the
present target setting temperature THtg, the temperature
setting change value ∆THb obtained by the third meas-
urement absolute error ∆Va3 by a constant C5 (where
C5 > 0) (THbm = THb - ∆THb, ∆THb = C5 x ∆Va3) . Note
that the calculation formula is an exemplification, and the
calculation is not limited to this formula.
[0178] In this step, the decrease width of the standby
target setting temperature THb from the present setting
value is set larger with a greater gap quantity between
the second CGM measurement value Vcgm2 and the
first CGM measurement value Vcgm1, which are ob-
tained by the monitoring device 1 at different two points
of timing before and after the first period ∆Tm1. Then,
when the second period ∆Tm2 reaching the first timing
∆m1 since the continuous measurement of the glucose
concentration has been started exceeds the reference
period ∆Tmb, the setting value of the standby target set-
ting temperature THb is changed on the low-temperature
side, thereby enabling the progress of the deterioration
of the glucose sensor 4 to be preferably hindered. Upon
finishing the process in this step, the present routine is
temporarily terminated.
[0179] In the control routine illustrated in FIG. 26, the
setting values of both of the target setting temperature
THtg and the standby target setting temperature THb are

changed based on the gap quantity between the first
CGM measurement value Vcgm1 and the second CGM
measurement value Vcgm2, however, for instance, an
available scheme is that the setting value of any one of
the temperatures is changed.
[0180] Moreover, amodifiedexample of the control rou-
tine shown in FIG. 26 is that the temperature control unit
13, e.g., in step S506, determines before changing the
setting value of the target setting temperature THtg
whether or not the first CGM measurement value Vcgm1
is smaller than the second CGM measurement value
Vcgm2, and, if determined to be affirmative (Vcgm1 <
Vcgm2), can modify the setting value of the target setting
temperature THtg as described above. Then, when de-
termining that the first CGM measurement value Vcgm1
is equal to or larger than the second CGM measurement
value Vcgm2 (Vcgm1 ≥Vcgm2), the present routine may
be finished in status quo. If the first CGM measurement
value Vcgm1 corresponding to the first timing Tm1 pos-
terior to the second timing Tm2 in time-series is larger
than the second CGM measurement value Vcgm2, it is
because there is a high possibility that the glucose sensor
4 does not undergo the occurrence of the inconvenience
such as the deterioration. Incidentally, in the control ex-
ample of FIG. 26, it does not happen that the first CGM
measurement value Vcgm1 is equal to the second CGM
measurement value Vcgm2 in terms of such a relation
that the operation proceeds to the process in step S506
if determined to be affirmative in step S504. Alternatively,
when determining that the first CGM measurement value
Vcgm1 is equal to or larger than the second CGM meas-
urement value Vcgm2 (Vcgm1 ≥ Vcgm2), as explained
above, the setting value of the standby target setting tem-
perature THb may be changed as the process in step
S508 instead of exiting the present routine. According to
this scheme, the deterioration of the glucose sensor 4
can be restrained more surely.
[0181] Further, the discussion has been made by ex-
emplifying the case in which the monitoring device 1 ac-
cording to the present embodiment periodically meas-
ures the glucose concentration at the interval of the fixed
period of time continuously over, e.g., a few or several
days through a few or several weeks, however, this ex-
ample is no more than the preferable applied example,
and the present invention is not limited to this example.
Moreover, the monitoring device 1 quantifies the subject
substance by measuring the glucose concentration in the
body fluid, however, as in the case of determining wheth-
er or not the subject substance exists in a fixed region
peripheral to the sensor unit of the electrochemical sen-
sor or whether or not the subject substance exceeds a
certain level, the present invention can be applied to eval-
uating the subj ect substance qualitatively.
[0182] Furthermore, the subject substance in the body
fluid is not limited to the glucose but may be, e.g., lactic
acid and other specified components. In this case, the
electrochemical sensor functions as a lactic acid sensor
for measuring a lactic acid level, and, e.g., a lactic acid
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oxidase may be immobilized to the sensor unit (the im-
mobilized enzyme unit) thereof. Moreover, other prefer-
able subject substances can be exemplified such as bile
acid. Furthermore, in addition to the enzyme, a microor-
ganism, an antibody and the cell can be preferably ap-
plied as the living organism materials retained by the sen-
sor unit of the electrochemical sensor. Further, the
present embodiment has discussed the example in which
the present invention is applied on the occasion of meas-
uring the numerical value information related to the sub-
ject substance in the body fluid of the person (examinee),
however, body fluids of other subjects (e.g., animals oth-
er than the human being) may, as a matter of course, be
used as the samples.
[0183] The embodiments of the present invention have
been discussed so far, however, the monitoring device,
the monitoring system, the monitoring method, the pro-
gram and the readable-by-computer recording medium
recorded with the program are not limited to these em-
bodiments, and the present invention can embrace com-
binations thereof to the greatest possible degree.
[0184] In one embodiment, a monitoring device is pro-
vided which measures numerical value information on a
subject substance in a body fluid, the device comprising:
an electrochemical sensor including a sensor unit that is
configured to be embedded subcutaneously within the
body that is configured to detect the subject substance
within the body fluid and to generate an electric signal
correlating to the numerical value information on the sub-
ject substance; and a temperature controller having a
temperature sensor for obtaining a measure of the am-
bient temperature around the sensor unit and a temper-
ature adjusting element for adjusting the ambient tem-
perature around said sensor unit; wherein the tempera-
ture controller is operable to control the operating state
of the temperature adjusting element based on the tem-
perature measured by the temperature sensor to adjust
the ambient temperature around the sensor unit towards
a target temperature.

Claims

1. A monitoring device which measures numerical val-
ue information on a subject substance in a body fluid,
said device comprising:

an electrochemical sensor including a sensor
unit for detecting the subject substance which
is used in the way of being embedded subcuta-
neously and generating an electric signal corre-
lating to the numerical value information on the
subject substance; and
a temperature control unit including a tempera-
ture sensor which measures a temperature cor-
relating to a detected ambient temperature de-
fined as a temperature ambient to said sensor
unit and a temperature adjusting element which

adjusts the detected ambient temperature, and
adjusting the detected ambient temperature so
as to reach a target setting temperature when
measuring the subject substance by controlling
an operation state of said temperature adjusting
element on the basis of the temperature meas-
ured by said temperature sensor.

2. Amonitoring device according to claim 1, further
comprising a sensor control unit which controls said
electrochemical sensor.

3. A monitoring device according to claim 2, wherein
said sensor control unit further calculates numerical
value information on the subject substance on the
basis of an electric signal generated by said electro-
chemical sensor.

4. A monitoring device according to any one of claims
1 through 3, wherein said temperature control unit
adjusts the detected ambient temperature so as to
reach a standby target setting temperature that is
set lower than the target setting temperature when
standing by for measuring the subject substance.

5. A monitoring device according to any one of claims
1 through 4, wherein said temperature control unit
acquires first numerical value information defined as
the numerical value information on the subject sub-
stance measured by use of said electrochemical
sensor and second numerical value information de-
fined as the numerical value information on the sub-
ject substance measured by a second monitoring
device in a way that uses a body fluid sampled in
vitro from an examinee, and changes, if a difference
between the first numerical value information and
the second numerical value information exceeds a
predetermined first threshold value, a setting value
of the target setting temperature when measuring
the subject substance.

6. A monitoring device according to any one of claims
1 through 5, wherein said temperature control unit
adjusts the detected ambient temperature so as to
reach a standby target setting temperature set lower
than the target setting temperature when standing
by for measuring the subject substance, then ac-
quires first numerical value information defined as
the numerical value information on the subject sub-
stance measured by use of said electrochemical
sensor and second numerical value information de-
fined as the numerical value information on the sub-
ject substance measured by a second monitoring
device in a way that uses the body fluid sampled in
vitro from the examinee, and changes, if the differ-
ence between the first numerical value information
and the second numerical value information exceeds
a predetermined second threshold value, a setting
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value of the standby target setting temperature, on
a low-temperature side, when standing by for meas-
uring the subject substance.

7. A monitoring device according to any one of claims
1 through 6, wherein said temperature control unit
acquires, with respect to first numerical value infor-
mation defined as the numerical value information
on the subject substance measured by use of said
electrochemical sensor and second numerical value
information defined as the numerical value informa-
tion on the subject substance measured by a second
monitoring device in a way that uses the body fluid
sampled in vitro from the examinee, each of the nu-
merical value information corresponding to first tim-
ing after said monitoring device has started the
measurement and the numerical value information
corresponding to second timing that traces back to
just a predetermined period from the first timing, and
changes, if a difference between the second numer-
ical value information at the first timing and the sec-
ond numerical value information at the second timing
is within a predetermined third threshold value and
if a difference between the first numerical value in-
formation at the first timing and the first numerical
value information at the second timing exceeds a
predetermined fourth threshold value, a setting value
of the target setting temperature when measuring
the subject substance.

8. A monitoring device according to any one of claims
1 through 7, wherein said temperature control unit
acquires, with respect to first numerical value infor-
mation defined as the numerical value information
on the subject substance measured by use of said
electrochemical sensor and second numerical value
information defined as the numerical value informa-
tion on the subject substance measured by a second
monitoring device in a way that uses the body fluid
sampled in vitro from the examinee, each of the nu-
merical value information corresponding to first tim-
ing after said monitoring device has started the
measurement and the numerical value information
corresponding to second timing that traces back to
just a predetermined period from the first timing, then
adjusts the detected ambient temperature so as to
reach a standby target setting temperature that is
set lower than the target setting temperature when
standing by for measuring the subject substance,
and changes, if an elapse period reaching the first
timing since the start of the measurement exceeds
a predetermined reference period, a setting value of
the standby target setting temperature, on the low-
temperature side, when standing by for measuring
the subject substance.

9. A monitoring method by which a monitoring device
comprising an electrochemical sensor including a

sensor unit, for detecting a subject substance in a
body fluid, disposed in the way of being embedded
subcutaneously, measures numerical value infor-
mation on the subject substance, said method com-
prising:

a step of adjusting a detected ambient temper-
ature defined as a temperature ambient to said
sensor unit so as to reach a target setting tem-
perature when measuring the subject sub-
stance.

10. A monitoring method according to claim 9, further
comprising:

a temperature acquiring step of acquiring a
measurement result of a temperature sensor
which measures a temperature correlating to the
detected ambient temperature defined as the
temperature ambient to said sensor unit when
measuring the subject substance;
a determining step of comparing the acquired
temperature acquired in said temperature ac-
quiring step with a target setting temperature
and determining whether a temperature differ-
ence between the acquired temperature and the
target setting temperature is within a specified
range or not; and
a control step of controlling, when determining
in said determining step that the temperature
difference exceeds the specified range, an op-
eration state of a temperature adjusting element
for adjusting the detected ambient temperature
so as to get approximate to the target setting
temperature,
wherein the detected ambient temperature
when detecting the subject substance is adjust-
ed, and
said monitoring method further comprises a cal-
culation step of calculating, when determining
in said determining step that the temperature
difference between the acquired temperature
and the target setting temperature is within the
specified range, numerical value information on
the subject substance on the basis of an electric
signal generated by said electrochemical sen-
sor.

11. A monitoring method according to claim 10, wherein
the detected ambient temperature is adjusted so as
to reach a standby target setting temperature that is
set lower than the target setting temperature when
standing by for measuring the subject substance.

12. A monitoring method according to claim 10 or 11,
wherein first numerical value information defined as
the numerical value information on the subject sub-
stance calculated in said calculation step and second
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numerical value information defined as the numeri-
cal value information on the subject substance
measured in a way that uses a body fluid sampled
in vitro from an examinee are acquired, and, if a dif-
ference between the first numerical value informa-
tion and the second numerical value information ex-
ceeds a predetermined first threshold value, a setting
value of the target setting temperature when meas-
uring the subject substance is changed.

13. A monitoring method according to any one of claims
10 through 12, wherein the detected ambient tem-
perature is adjusted so as to reach a standby target
setting temperature set lower than the target setting
temperature when standing by for measuring the
subject substance,
then first numerical value information defined as the
numerical value information on the subject sub-
stance calculated in said calculation step and second
numerical value information defined as the numeri-
cal value information on the subject substance
measured in a way that uses the body fluid sampled
in vitro from the examinee are acquired, and
if the difference between the first numerical value
information and the second numerical value infor-
mation exceeds a predetermined second threshold
value, a setting value of the standby target setting
temperature when standing by for measuring the
subject substance is changed on a low-temperature
side.

14. A monitoring method according to any one of claims
10 through 13, wherein with respect to first numerical
value information defined as the numerical value in-
formation on the subject substance calculated in said
calculation step and second numerical value infor-
mation defined as the numerical value information
on the subject substance measured in a way that
uses the body fluid sampled in vitro from the exam-
inee, there is acquired each of the numerical value
information corresponding to first timing after said
monitoring device has started the measurement and
the numerical value information corresponding to
second timing that traces back to just a predeter-
mined period from the first timing, and
if a difference between the second numerical value
information at the first timing and the second numer-
ical value information at the second timing is within
a predetermined third threshold value and if a differ-
ence between the first numerical value information
at the first timing and the first numerical value infor-
mation at the second timing exceeds a predeter-
mined fourth threshold value, a setting value of the
target setting temperature when measuring the sub-
ject substance is changed.

15. A monitoring method according to any one of claims
10 through 14, wherein with respect to first numerical

value information defined as the numerical value in-
formation on the subject substance calculated in said
calculation step and second numerical value infor-
mation defined as the numerical value information
on the subject substance measured in a way that
uses the body fluid sampled in vitro from the exam-
inee, there is acquired each of the numerical value
information corresponding to first timing after said
monitoring device has started the measurement and
the numerical value information corresponding to
second timing that traces back to just a predeter-
mined period from the first timing,
then the detected ambient temperature is adjusted
so as to reach a standby target setting temperature
that is set lower than the target setting temperature
when standing by for measuring the subject sub-
stance, and
if an elapse period reaching the first timing since the
start of the measurement exceeds a predetermined
reference period, a setting value of the standby tar-
get setting temperature when standing by for meas-
uring the subject substance is changed on the low-
temperature side.
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